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PREFACE
Forests and forestry are the life-blood of our economy. We
must manage, protect, and develop them if we are to maintain the
economic level to which we have become accustomed.
Forestry is a complex science, employing in its practice many
skills. None of these skills is more important than the application
of silviculture. In this handbook, an attempt has been made to set
forth the sum of our present knowledge. Unfortunately, knowledge
of the silvics of our native species is rather meagre.
This handbook is a reference book, and will be amended as our
knowledge and silvicultural practice develop. Silviculture, however, is not an exact science, and no inflexible rules can be laid
down. Practice in the field must be varied constantly to meet the
peculiar conditions inherent in the forest, sale, or stand, with which
the silviculturist immediately is concerned.
This handbook will serve as a reference and guide for the
development of silvicultural practice in British Columbia. It is
hoped that your experience, incorporated in the course of time into
this manual, will add constantly to the sum total of our sure
knowledge.
C. D. ORCHARD,
Deputy Minister and Chief Forester.
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1.0
I.I

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS IN THE EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL STANDS
AGE AND CONDITION AS A DETERMINING
FACTOR

The main problem confronting any field officer examining a
stand is to determine whether to recommend the area for sale or for
disallowance. There are many factors influencing such a decision,
but perhaps the one which will be given the most weight is the condition of the stand.
The condition of a stand may be described as the health of a
stand relative to its age, in terms of ability to add increment. In
other words, is the stand immature, thrifty mature, mature, or overmature? In our current practices we make several assumptions in
·
this regard:( 1) Overmature stands are declining in both volume and value.
(2) Mature stands are static.
(3) Thrifty mature stands are adding increment.
( 4) Immature stands are capable of adding considerable increment.
These assumptions form the basis of Forest Service policy in
handling timber sale applications. Thus:( a) Mature and overmature stands have a high cutting priority
and sales in these stands should seldom be disallowed for
silvicultural reasons.
(b) Thrifty mature stands have a relatively low cutting priority
and should seldom be recommended for sale if mature or
overmature stands are readily available.
( c) Immature stands should always be recommended for disallowance except in exceptional circumstances.
1.11

Condition of the Major Species as Indicated by
Physical Age

In order to implement the policy outlined above, a working
guide is required to determine stand condition as indicated by
physical age. The following table has been approved for use in this
regard:-
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Condition
Species
Immature

I

Twilight
Zone
Thrifty
Mature

I

Mature

Co ast

Fir ...·-··············-·-·-···-··-··-·····-·- Cedar _·- ··-·- ·--··-····-··--Hemlock ..........--··············-······-····-·-·- ·
Spruce ·-········--···--···········-··········--·
Others...·--·----··-····-····-············--·

Interior
Fir__ ···-·-··------ -······-·--··--·Cedar_······-·--··············--- ··-··-··- -·H emlock.....................................................
Spruce·-· -····-·-···········-···- ·····---···-·-·
L odgepole pine--·-·--·-·- ---- · -- White pine....·-··-··-·········-····-·····-·-- Yellow pine.........................·--······-··- --·
LarchWet Belt·-·····················-··········--·Dry Belt...........·- ············- ····- ·- -··Balsam·-·--··········- ··-- ··-····-········- 0thers __·--······-·-·····--··-········- · -

1.2

Under 80 ···········-····-·-·········-Under 80 ······· ····-···-··········---Under 80 ·······-·-·················-····
Under 80 ....... . ··-······-···········
Under 80-··········-·--··-····-······

80--140
80--140
80--140
80- 140
80--140

Under 110.-··-·····-··-··-··-- ·-··
Under 80 ·-·····························-·
Under 80 -············-·················
Under 110_··-·····--- -··············
Under 70 .----··-···-·····- ·- ···U nder 80 .......·--·-···-···-·--····
Under 100......--·····················--

110--145
80--100
80--100
110--140
70--100
80--100
100--140

70 ····- ·············-··············
130................................ _
70.·-····-········-··········-·100.--···················- ·······

70--100
130--180
70--100
100--140

U nder
Under
Under
U nder

1

II

I

140+
140+
140+
140+
140+
145+
100+
100+
140+
100+
100+
140+
100+
180+
100+
140+

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH IMMATURE TIMBER
MAY BE CONSIDERED FOR SALE

The sale of immature timber may be considered under the following categories:( 1) Stands occupying land which may be required for future
residential development.
(2) Stands occupying land classified as agricultural which may
be cleared at a later date.
( 3) Stands occupying land within the confines of a projected
reserve for hydro-electric or similar development.
( 4) Stands suitable for the provision of minor products, such
as mine props or lagging, orchard-props, etc. (This category does not include poles, ties, or piling.)
( 5) Stands being sold to sustain established industry in those
cases where mature stands are either not available or are
difficult of access.
( 6) Stands being sold as a stand-improvement measure.
In dealing with timber sale applications under the above categories, action will be taken as follows:-
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(a) In the case of applications under categories (1) to (3),

sales will only be processed if development is imminent
and construction likely within three years of the termination of the proposed timber sale contract.
( b) Immature timber may be sold for minor products, provided suitable silvicultural conditions are written into the
contract. ( Minor products in this instance do not include
poles, ties, and piling.)
( c ) Sales may be granted under category (5) to sustain established industry. If the sale is part of a regional problem,
the District Forester shall take immediate steps to analyse
the problem and submit either an explanation for the continuance of sales in the region or advance proposals for
the relocation of the industry in mature timber.
In the case of isolated sales, the Cruise Report must
be accompanied by a covering letter from the Officer i/ c
Management explaining the circumstances and outlining
what steps are being taken to redirect the applicant into
mature timber.
(d) Sales of immature timber made for stand improvement will
be discontinued, except where they are part of a planned
experiment operated by the Research Division.

1.3

PROBLEMS PRESENTED BY IMMATURE STANDS
CONTAINING SCATTERED VETERANS

This is a common problem both on the Coast and in the
Interior, and it is generally restricted to ( 1) areas where mature
values are limited, and (2) areas where scattered mature values
can command a high market value.
In assessing an application to purchase an immature stand containing scattered veterans, there are four factors to consider:( a) The distribution of age-classes present within the working
circle or Ranger District.
( b ) The length of time required for the immature stand to
reach maturity.
( c ) The comparative monetary value of the veterans as compared with that of the immature stand (see Appendix VI,
Management Manual, for value of immature stands).
( d) The length of time required to produce an identical stand.
Resolving these factors , we find: Applications should be recommended for disallowance where the harvesting of scattered veterans
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would lead to the loss of a valuable immature stand. Only in
cases where the immature stand is less than 20 years old should
a sale be considered.
1.4

GROWTH AS A FACTOR IN EVALUATING
THRIFTY MATURE

Thrifty mature should never be recommended for sale where
mature or overmature is readily accessible. However, there are
instances when consideration has to be given the sale of thrifty
mature.
Growth over the preceding ten years may provide an indication
of the thrift of a stand. Data derived from increment cores can be
used in two ways to obtain an indication of thrift:( 1) Bickerstaff's Increment Tables.
(2) Schneider's Increment Percent Formula.
1.41 Use of Bickerstaff's Increment Tables to Assess Thrift
During a cruise it is customary to select sample trees from the
dominants and co-dominants. Increment borings are taken from
selected samples and the annual rings are counted to determine the
age of the stand. There are two further items which should be
recorded:( 1 ) Growth over the last ten years should be measured and
expressed as a decimal in one-hundredths of 1 inch.
(2) The number of rings in the last inch should be counted.
In order to use the Bickerstaff tables, the last ten years' growth
must be expressed as a decimal. This can be compared with the
reading shown in the tables opposite the corresponding diameterclass and age-class. Positive values indicate thrift; negative values
indicate growth is slowing down.
1.42

Use of Schneider's Increment Percent Formula in
Assessing Thrift

Schneider's formula is valuable in providing an answer in the
field . The fonnula is-

400
I=-D.n.
where I =Increment per cent,
D=Diameter of the sample tree, and
n =number of rings in the last inch.
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Thus, if the sample tree is 16 inches d.b.h. and has 20 rings in
the last inch, we find that Increment per cent is 1.25 per cent400
I
1.25
16X20
In using this formula, it is suggested that if a stand has an
Increment per cent of more than 1 per cent, it should be considered for disallowance.
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2.0

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CHOICE
OF STAND TREATMENT

The salient factors to be considered in prescribing stand treatment are:( 1 ) Age and condition of the stand.
( 2) Silvical characteristics of the individual species.
(3) Density and stocking of the individual species.
( 4) Topography and aspect.
(5) Effect of climatic variations.
( 6) Drainage and ground vegetation.
(7) Logging methods and practices.
( 8) Economic and market conditions.
2.1

AGE AND CONDITION OF THE STAND

This is the most important single factor in determining whether
an area should be offered for sale, and it has been covered in detail
in section 1.0 and subsequent sections.
2.2

SILVICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
INDIVIDUAL SPECIES

Under silvical characteristics, we consider all the factors which
influence a species development. The more important factors as
they relate to stand treatment are:1-1 JM-r ~ou,
(1) Species light requirements.
s,,.;; REG2v 1 iP•"''"''
( 2) Species growth characteristics.
(3) Species requirements for natural regeneration.
( 4) Species seed production and dissemination characteristics.
2.21

Light Requirements

In order to prescribe the treatment for any stand, the light
requirements of the individual species in the stand must be assessed.
Individual species vary as to their individual light requirements. In
British Columbia, light requirements of the more common species
are classified as follows:-
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Very Tolerant
Western hemlock.
Alpine fir (balsam).
Western red cedar.
Western yew.
Amabilis fir (balsam) .
Vine maple.

Intermediate
Western white pine.
Douglas fir.
Sitka spruce.
Grand fir (balsam).

Tolerant
Black spruce.
White spruce.
Engelmann spruce.
Mountain hemlock.
Yellow cedar.

Intolerant
Limber pine.
Ponderosa pine.
Lodgepole pine.
Juniper.

Very Intolerant
White bark pine.
Western larch.
Alpine larch.
Aspen.
Cottonwood.

These classifications can be used as a guide in selecting the
appropriate stand treatment. For instance, it may be useless to
practise selection with intolerant species and expect natural regeneration. Thus it can be stated that tolerant species are suited
to shelterwood or selection management, whereas intolerant species
are better suited to clear cutting or seed-tree management.
2.22

Growth Characteristics

It is important to appreciate the following factors:( 1 ) Whether the species will release following a period of
suppression.
(2) Up to what age does release occur?
(3) At what age does decay become a factor?
( 4) At what age does loss from decay balance increment?
An appreciation of the foregoing will enable a decision ·to be
reached as to whether it is feasible to attain further increment
through some form of partial cutting.
2.23

Requirements for Natural Regeneration

A knowledge of the species' requirements for natural regeneration will enable a better grasp of the problems likely to be encountered. Thus we should know:-
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(1) Type of seed-bed best suited to the species' regeneration;

i.e., mineral soil, duff, burned ground, etc.
(2) Danger from competing vegetation.
(3) Light requirements of both germinants and seedlings.
An appreciation of the foregoing will enable a decision to be
reached as to whether or not seed-bed preparation is required and,
if so, what kind of seed-bed preparation.
2.24

Seed Production and Dissemination

A knowledge of the species' characteristics in respect to seed
production and seed dissemination will enable an appreciation of
the type of seed source required and the maximum and minimum
distances between seed blocks or trees.
2.3

DENSITY AND STOCKING OF
INDIVIDUAL SPECIES

Density and stocking are of considerable importance, especially
where either selection or shelterwood management is contemplated.
Selection management generally envisions a return to the area at
intervals of not more than five years. This is not possible in
British Columbia, and thus selection management in this Province
is restricted to three or four cuts in a rotation. In the sprucebalsam types, selection management is based on a 120-year rotation with three 40-year cutting cycles.
Assuming that the silvical characteristics of the stand under
consideration favour selection management, it is necessary to carefully examine the growing stock to ensure that there is either a suitable range of ages and (or) diameters sufficient to provide an
adequate residual stand while allowing an economic operation.
As a guide, the following stand table illustrates selection management based on three 40-year cutting cycles.
Stems per Acre
Third cut, ingrowth plus developing stems-1 Spruce
Balsam
0" d.b.h. ---------------------- 21.1
241. 7
2" d.b.h. ---------------------- 9.4
158.9
4" d.b.h. ---------------------- 10.1
40.8
1 Up to 60 per cent loss can be expected in this group unless operations carefully supervised.
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Second cut plus residual volStems per Acre
Spruce
Balsam
ume10.6
6" d.b.h. --------------------- 9.8
5.2
8" d. b.h. --------------------- 9.2
1O" d.b.h. _____________________ _ 11.8
8.2
45 per cent of volume, first
cut3. 1
12" d. b.h. ---------------------- 16.1
1.8
14" d. b.h. ---------------------- 18.4
0.5
16" d.b.h. ---------------------- 9.3
18" d.b.h. --------------------- 5.7
20" d. b.h. ---------------------- 2.6
22" d.b.h. ------------------ 1.8
24" d.b.h. -------------------- 0.9
Selection management is not considered desirable where there
are less than forty stems per acre 12 inches and over with a good
range of either ages or diameters.

2.4

TOPOGRAPHY AND ASPECT

Topography and aspect are of importance when selection, shelterwood, or seed-tree management is contemplated. If there is a
danger of erosion, progressive clear cutting must be restricted to
prevent excessive loss. In these circumstances, strip, group, or
patch logging should be recommended. Under no circumstances
should large unrestricted clearing be permitted.
Aspect may exercise considerable influence on susceptibility to
windJall. In the Prince George District, for example, observations
appear to indicate that southern exposures are more vulnerable to
wind damage than are northern exposures.
2.5

THE EFFECT OF CLIMATIC VARIATIONS

Climate is generally segregated into two broad classifications(1) macro-climate and ( 2) micro-climate.

2.51

Macro-climate

Macro-climate is the term used to denote extensive regional
variations; e.g., the Wet Belt as distinct from the Dry Belt, both of
which are located in the Southern Interior. While macro-climatic
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zones are important to stand treatment, they are not as significant
as micro-climatic zones. Macro-climatic zones generally produce
changes of forest type and are thus easily recognized. However,
micro-climatic changes occur on a small scale within the same forest
type and thus are not easily recognized, even though they may
directly affect the reproduction of an individual species.
2.52

Micro-climate

Micro-climate is the term used to denote minor climatic variations which occur within major climatic zones. While micro-climatic
variations are of great significance in determining stand treatment,
they are extremely difficult to recognize and require considerable
local knowledge of the area under examination. One example of
a significant micro-climatic variation would be a vortex area.
Vortex areas are where winds of different strengths meet and, in so
doing, set up rotary currents of considerable magnitude. An
example of this would be Stone Creek in the Prince George District. These areas are of considerable significance in that the air
currents may render the stands liable to heavy losses under selection
or shelterwood management.
The removal of the forest-cover can cause micro-climatic
changes which may be of significance to the regeneration of the
area. An instance of this would be the complete removal of the
forest-cover in the Northern Interior coincident with a hot, dry
summer. These conditions might lead to a rise in soil temperature
and the loss of recently established germinants.

2.6

DRAINAGE AND GROUND VEGETATION

There are two approaches to site identification-(1) mathematical and (2) biological. The mathematical approach is to use some
function of the standing timber, such as the relationship between
the height of the dominant and co-dominant trees and the age of
the tree, to determine relative site values.
The biological approach is based on the assumption that the
natural vegetation, after a period of competition, approaches an
equilibrium. Specific plant communities are, therefore, the result
of the growth factors that characterize different growing-sites.
These plant communities are important in that they can be used
to determine (a) site quality, ( b) the climax forest type, and ( c)
stand treatment.
2
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An illustration of this would be the lodgepole pine types, which
types can be a climax and sub-climax type. This often can be
determined from the ground vegetation, as instance:Lodgepole pineClimax: Site indicators-lichens, Arctostaphylos (kinnikinnick), reindeer moss.
Sub-climax (fir sites): Site indicators-pinegrass.
Sub-climax (spruce site): Site indicators - Cornus
(bunchberry) and mosses.
This knowledge will have a considerable influence on how the
stand should be treated.
Site types have been delineated for many of our major forest
types, and personnel are strongly urged to familiarize themselves
with these classifications.
Drainage is another important factor which may influence
stand treatment. The level of the water-table is often an important factor in determining the susceptibility of a stand to wind
damage.
·
In this regard we would suggest that selection, shelterwood, and
seed-tree management should not be practised on exposed, poorly
drained sites, except under special conditions.

2. 7

LOGGING METHODS AND PRACTICES
Logging methods and practices must be considered in any
evaluation of stand treatment, because they can and often do nullify
the effort expended.
If selection, shelterwood, or seed-tree management is contemplated, logging practices should be controlled through the submission of a logging plan prior to the commencement of operations.
Furthermore, if any benefit is to be obtained, it is necessary to
check carefully the logging plan before approval is given, and then
it should be followed up to ensure that the approved plan actually
is being adhered to.
Where a thrifty mature or twilight-zone stand is being offered
for sale, it may be necessary to restrict the size of the machinery
to powered tractors of not more than 40 horse-power.

2.8 ECONOMIC AND MARKET CONDITIONS
British Columbia is, to some extent, a single-purpose economy.
This is both an incentive and a handicap to the practice of forestry.
In determining stand treatment we are often confronted with
the fact that the treatment which is silviculturally desirable is not
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economically feasible. As a rule of thumb we can say: Expensive
stand-treatment measures may be feasible on all sites under favourable market conditions, provided access does not pose a difficult
and expensive problem. Conversely, under adverse market conditions expensive stand-treatment measures should be limited to the
more accessible and better sites.

2.9

GENERAL DISCUSSION ON THE FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CHOICE OF STAND TREATMENT

Obviously, not all the foregoing factors carry the same weight;
however, it is important to consider each factor if an intelligent
appreciation is to be made.
Decisions .should always be based on facts, and the only place
these can be gathered is in the field. Thus it is important to know
what information is required and then to make certain that all the
available data are collected.
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3.0

SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS BEING USED
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

A silvicultural system may be defined as the process by which
the crops constituting a forest are tended, removed, and replaced
by new crops, resulting in the production of stands of a distinctive
form. In this definition, " tending " refers mainly to thinning operations carried out in immature stands, in so far as these operations
affect the state of the crop and soil at the time of regeneration.
A silvicultural system embodies three main principles:( 1 ) The method of regeneration of the individual crops constituting the forest.
(2) The form of crop produced.
( 3) The orderly arrangement of the crops over the forest as
a whole, with special reference to silvicultural and protective considerations and economic utilization of the
produce.
Silviculture in British Columbia is in its infancy. Of the
thousands of acres logged annually, only a comparatively few are
harvested in accordance with any scientific concept. Thus, in the
process of putting the Province on a sustained-yield basis, we are
primarily concerned with the harvesting of mature stands.
Hence the term "silvicultural system," in British Columbia,
refers to any cutting method used to attain a specific objective.
In order to select an appropriate objective, all the factors outlined
in section 2.0 should be carefully considered.
In essence, there are only two primary silvicultural objectivesREGENERATION and INCREMENT.
Stated in another way, we require either trees on the ground
(regeneration) or wood on the trees (increment). The cutting methods most frequently employed are (a) clear cutting,
( b) shelterwood, ( c) seed-tree method, and ( d) selection.

3.1

CLEAR-CUTTING SYSTEM

In the clear-cutting system, the area is cut clear, which involves
cutting the entire stand and results in removal of the forest on the
area clear cut. The term " clear cutting " is sometimes erroneously
applied to any type of cutting that removes all the merchantable
timber but leaves smaller trees, cull individuals of merchantable
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sizes, and all individuals of unmerchantable species. Where only
relatively large trees are merchantable and there occur numerous
individuals of valuable species but unmerchantable size as well as
trees of merchantable size but unsaleable species, the removal of
only the merchantable trees may constitute a partial cutting without
any resemblance to clear cutting. Clear cutting lays the area bare.
Reproduction is secured after cutting either artificially, by seeding
or planting, or naturally, from seed distributed from trees standing
outside the area cleared or from trees felled in the cutting operation.
A clear-cutting operation should only be used where practically
all the trees are merchantable. Such a stand may be either evenaged or contain several age-classes, the youngest of which contains
trees as large or larger than the minimum merchantable size. The
new stand originating on a clear-cut area is even-aged, irrespective
of whether the timber before cutting was irregular or even-aged.
In almost all stands of merchantable timber, no matter how evenaged, there will be occasional trees below merchantable size, cull
trees, or individuals of unsaleable species which remain standing
after cutting. Since complete removal of the old stand is desired,
these trees may be girdled or felled, although the majority of such
trees, if standing isolated, may soon be wind-thrown or die as a
result of changes in conditions following cutting.
3.2

SHELTERWOOD SYSTEM

The principle of the shelterwood system involves the removal
of the stand by a series of partial cuttings, designed to remove the
entire stand within a period of time which is only a fraction of
the rotation. Natural reproduction starts under the protection of
the older stand and is finally released from this shade and protection when able to endure the exposure.
The shelterwood system is best applied in even-aged stands,
though it can be used in those of irregular form where merchantable age-classes predominate. It produces an even-aged stand.
Usually, the regeneration period will not be less than ten nor more
than twenty years.
A minimum of two cuttings is required in the simplest application of the shelterwood system. Cuttings may be classed under
three headings:(1) Preparatory Cuttings.
(2) Seed Cuttings.
( 3 ) Final or Removal Cuttings.
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3.21

Preparatory Cuttings-Shelterwood System

If natural reproduction is to start under the old stand, a supply
of seed must be available and site conditions must be favourable
for germination of seed and establishment of seedlings.
Preparatory cuttings are often essential to create ideal site conditions for the germination of seed.

3.22

Seed Cuttings-Shelterwood System

The purpose of a seed cutting is to establish reproduction. The
seed-bed should have been prepared by the preparatory cutting.
After the seed has matured, and following a good seed year, a cutting is made. The logging should serve to work the seed into the
mineral soil.
3.23

Final or Removal Cuttings-Shelterwood System

Usually, three to five years should elapse after the area has
commenced to restock before consideration is given to the final
cutting. Care should be taken in logging to minimize the amount
of damage, and operations should be strictly regulated.
The shelterwood system is best regulated by marking the trees
to be cut. In drawing up timber sale contracts:( 1 ) Provision must be made for designating the trees to be cut.
(2) Slash-disposal clauses should endeavour to reduce the
hazard and encourage regeneration.
( 3) Logging practices must be controlled to minimize undue
damage.

3.3

SEED-TREE METHOD

In this method, the area is cut clear except for certain selected
seed-trees left standing singly, or in groups, for the purpose of furnishing seed to restock the area. Only a small percentage of the
total volume ( ordinarily about 10 per cent) is left standing as seedtrees. After the new crop is established, the seed-trees may be
removed, but it is more usual to leave them indefinitely. As a result
of the seed-tree method, an even-aged stand is produced.
The designation of trees required for seed should always be
accomplished by marking. The trees selected should be the elite
stems and should be wind-firm; furthermore, they should be distributed over the area to ensure not only the maximum seed-dissemination, but also to ensure cross-pollination.
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SELECTION SYSTEM
According to the principle of the selection system, only the oldest and largest trees are cut. This process is repeated at frequent
intervals throughout the rotation. The stand is never completely
removed, but rather small openings are created throughout the
entire stand.
While the selection system will produce an uneven-aged type of
forest, it is not necessary for it to possess this form as a starting
condition. Even-aged stands ordinarily contain trees which vary
considerably in diameter.
Obviously, selection can only be used for species with modest
light requirements (i.e., tolerant species), since the canopy should
always remain closed. In British Columbia, the economics of logging often require a heavy initial cut. However, under no circumstances should more than 50 per cent of the volume 12 inches and
over be removed. The inherent danger in the selection system is
loss from wind.
In framing timber sale contracts for treatment under the selection system, the following factors should be considered:( 1) Trees to be cut must be designated by marking.
(2) Slash-disposal clauses should reduce the hazard and encourage natural regeneration.
( 3) Logging operations must be controlled to prevent undue
damage to the residual stand.
3.4,

3.5

APPLICATION OF DIFFERENT CUTTING METHODS
TO DIFFERENT SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS
A. Mature to Overmature Stands
The cut is a harvest and regeneration must follow.
1. Species intolerant to shade:
Silvicultural system: Clear cutting.
Cutting method: Clear-cut provision to be made for adequate seed-source.
2. Species moderately tolerant to shade:
Silvicultural system: Selection or shelterwood.
Cutting method: Removal of all or part of mature stand
according to the species' requirements.
3. Species tolerant to shade:
Silvicultural s.ystem: Selection or shelterwood.
Cutting method: Removal of all or part of mature stand
according to species' composition.
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B. Thrifty Mature Stands
Cutting is a cultural measure and increment should result.
1. Salvage cutting (where one or more species infested):
Silvicultural system: Salvage cutting can occur within any
silvicultural system.
Cutting method: Usually clear-cut species involved.
2. Intolerant species:
Silvicultural system: Clear cutting.
Cutting method: Light selection on marked basis.
3. Tolerant species:
Silvicultural system: Shelterwood or selection.
Cutting method: Light cut on a marked basis.

3.6

A COMPARISON OF TIIE SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS IN COMMON USE
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
CLEAR CUTTING

SEED-TREE

SHELTERWOOD

SELECTION

ECOLOGICAL
Form of stand produced ___ Even-aged.

Even-aged.

Nearly even-aged.

Uneven-aged .

Length of reproduction period 1 to 10 years.

1 to 10 years.

1 to 40 years.

Continuous.

Percentage of stand taken in
each cut

100.

70-90.

( 1) Preparatory cutting, 25-40.
(2) Seeding cutting, 25-65.
(3) 90-95.

40-50.

Class of trees left on area
after Jogging

None.

Variable number of selected
seed-trees, depending on
the species.

(1) Sound, wind-firm trees of Selected stems as outlined in
desired species, intermediate
marking rules for type unand better crown class.
der treatment.
(2) Sound, moderate large windfirm trees, mostly co-ordinate.
(3) None.

Number of seed-trees left on
the area

None.

Few.

(1) Many.
(2) Many.
(3) None.

Many.

Number of trees left other
than seed-trees

None.

None.

(1) Many.
(2) Few.
(3) None.

Many.

Kind of trees best adapted to
system

Intolerant sub-climax with Intolerant sub-climax with All kinds.
easily disseminated seeds.
easily disseminated seeds.

Tolerant climax.

Protection of site from erosion and invasion by weeds

Very poor.

Poor.

Good to excellent.

Excellent.

Damage to reproduction in
later Jogging

Slight or none.

Very moderate.

Difficult to prevent.

Very difficult to prevent.

ECONOMIC
Degree of skill and supervl- Very little.
sion required

Little.

A great deal.

Cost of logging ___________ Very tow.

Low.

High due to volume write-off on High due to volume write-off
logging-roads.
on logging-roads.

High.

Moderate to low.

Average cut per acre (single
cut)

Very high.

A great deal.

Low.

Frequency of return to one Once per rotation.
area

Once or twice per rotation, 5- to I 0-year periods during re- 40- to 60-year cutting cycle
under present system in
depending on whether seedgeneration period.
British Columbia.
trees are to be salvaged.

Valua ble large trees left on
area

1 to 10 per acre, salvage
doubtful.

More trees, smaller value than Few to many.
in seed-tree system, always satvaged.

Desirable type of market ________ For all sizes and classes of
material.

For all sizes and classes of
material.

Medium and large sizes.

Market for small sizes not
required.

iEsthetic value ---------- Very low.

Low.

Fair.

Excellent.

None.
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4.0 PROBLEMS POSED BY INSECT POPULATIONS
AND THEIR EFFECT ON STAND TREATMENT
Not much can be advanced in the way of management for control or reduction of outbreaks by defoliating insects, with the
possible exception of the western hemlock looper. Looper outbreaks seem to develop in overmature, open-growing stands. The
mechanism that triggers outbreaks of defoliators or what causes
them to subside is still not fully known or understood. Until more
is known about this, it is practically impossible to devise effective
management to control the outbreaks.
Generally speaking, bark-beetles and ambrosia-beetles are the
most important insect groups against which management is practical, considering our present knowledge and the intensity of
management practices feasible under current conditions. Barkbeetle problems are most severe in the Interior, while ambrosiabeetles are mainly a problem on the Coast.
The major defoliators are western hemlock looper, spruce budworm, and black-headed budworm.
4.1
4.11

BARK-BEETLES

Conditions Favouring Increases in Bark-beetle
Population

1. Mature and overmature trees, especially trees of poor
vigour, are the most susceptible.
2. Populations can build up in wind-throw, logs felled on
rights-of-way, and in trees weakened by other insects, disease, or
injured in logging.
3. Beetle population can build up in logging slash and may be
forced to attack green trees if supply of slash is discontinued.
4. Some beetle outbreaks, especially the mountain pine beetle
on lodgepole pine, seem to be associated with cycles of subnormal
precipitation.
4.12

Measures Recommended for the Control of
Bark-beetle Population

1. Develop and maintain vigorous stands.
2. Harvest trees on a selective basis (sanitation cutting) in
stands containing an abundance of mature or overmature trees.
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3. Remove logs from woods within one year of their being
infested. This will remove many of the beetles and developing
broods. Logs cut in winter and spring are infested in the spring
and should be removed before the spring of the following year.
Logs cut in the summer may be infested within a few days.
4. Logging should be continuous in time and area. Fresh slash
should be laid down in contiguous areas to absorb beetles emerging
from slash of previous years. If the stand is not progressively
logged, it then becomes necessary to treat the slash. Watch adjacent stands for signs of infestation and remove infested trees. Strip
logging and patch logging may not be too good as regards providing
continuous slash.
5. Cut rights-of-way whenever possible toward the end of summer. When cut in spring or early summer, or when logging does not
follow construction, watch stand margins along the rights-of-way.
6. Residual trees and those on margins of logged areas and
rights-of-way should be protected from injury by fire, skidding, or
bulldozing.
7. In an all-out control programme, infested trees can be felled
and burned or otherwise removed from the woods to destroy the
broods. Felling and burning programmes have controlled outbreaks successfully when they were started early enough and vigorously pursued.

8. Trap-tree programmes have been carried out in the United
States and, on a smaller scale, in Canada.
4.13

Characteristics of Douglas Fir Bark-beetle Attacks

Since Douglas fir bark-beetle is probably the most insiduous of
the bark-beetles, it is felt that the characteristics of its attack should
be of more than passing interest.
1. Attacks are usually scattered, individual trees or groups of
up to 100 trees being infested.
2. Pitch tubes are not formed as for the mountain pine and
spruce bark-beetles.
3. Foliage characteristics are not a reliable indicator of time of
attack. Foliage on trees attacked during the current season may
range anywhere from a full complement of green needles to complete loss of needles by fall. It is therefore often difficult to detect
infested trees before the beetles have emerged.
4. On the basis of present knowledge, it is difficult to precfict
where and when trees will be attacked; i.e., hazard ratings are hard
to apply and have not been properly determined.
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4.2

AMBROSIA-BEETLES

Beetles belonging to the genus Trypodendron are important on
the Coast. Trees felled from the beginning of October to the end of
December are generally the most susceptible. Inventories of fallfelled timber should, wherever possible, be reduced to the absolute
minimum.
So far, chemical spraying of logs to prevent attack in the woods
has met with varying degrees of success. However, spraying of
logs in water storage has proved to be quite successful.
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5.0

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT AND ITS
INFLUENCE ON STAND TREATMENT

Water is an important commodity. Without it, the land becomes arid and communities perish. As logging moves back into
the hinterland, it is inevitable that there will be increased activity in
many of the areas which supply our communities with water.
It is therefore important to realize that wherever possible forest
management should be compatible with watershed management.
Thus, in determining the stand treatment in sales within a
watershed, it is necessary to understand not only the objectives of
the forest manager, but also the objectives of the water authorities.
In watershed management, there are generally two primary objectives: (1) To ensure a plentiful supply of water, and (2) to ensure
an adequate volume of water at specific times. While these objectives appear similar, they often require a different approach.
In many watersheds the key to the water-supply is the highelevation plateau, as this is where the snow accumulates and
eventually melts, providing summer stream-flow. If the objective
is merely to increase the volume of water, then logging will naturally assist, as the removal of the filtering effect of the canopy of the
forest-cover will allow a greater build-up of snow. If, however, the
objective is to ensure an adequate volume of water at a specific
time, then a considerable amount of care is required in planning
logging operations.
While the removal of the forest-cover will generally increase the
snowpack, it will also tend to speed up the run-off. In designating
the method of stand treatment, cognizance will have to be taken of
this. It is therefore suggested that where the objective is not only
to increase the snowpack, but also to control the rate of melt, a
system of clear cutting in either groups, patches, or strips should
be recommended. Whether strips or patches will be chosen will
depend on the species, topography, and degree and type of shade
required to control the rate of melt. Normally, the rate of melt will
be largely influenced by aspect. Thus, the cutting method should
be capable of modifying the effects of the sun's rays. It should
therefore be noted that patches tend to provide overhead lighting,
while alternate strips provide side shade.
In watershed management it is often necessary to subordinate
species culture in favour of maintaining a green mantle, accepting
whatever species Nature provides. Another factor which is of more
3
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than passing import in high-elevation timber sales is the probable
danger from erosion. Thus, large, progressive clear-cut areas
should be avoided. Strips and patches should be laid out parallel
to the contour and at right angles to the prevailing wind. If the
danger of erosion poses a serious threat, a light selection cut of not
more than 45 per cent by volume is recommended. Whenever there
is a danger that the removal of the forest-cover might lead to erosion, particular attention should be paid to the layout of main-haul
and skid-road systems. A logging plan is mandatory and should
be checked on the ground prior to approval.
The procedure for dealing with timber sale applications in
watersheds is contained in chapter 2, Part I, section 2.17, of the
Management Manual. In this regard, it is desirable that particulars
of pertinent sales be forwarded to either the District Water Engineer or the official body concerned.
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6.0

THE PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE SELECTION OF INDIVIDUAL TREES AS APPLIED
TO DIFFERENT SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS

Trees are generally retained on an area to either accrue
INCREMENT or disseminate seed for REGENERATION. While
marking rules are generally local in their application (being dependent on species' characteristics and the objects of management),
there are certain basic principles which apply under the majority
of conditions.
6.1

PRINCIPLES TO FOLLOW IN THE SELECTION
OF TREES FOR INCREMENT

Treatments having INCREMENT as their objective include all
cleanings, thinnings, and improvement cuttings, as well as areas
managed on the selection system.
These treatments are designed to remove a specified percentage
of the stand in order to encourage the release of selected stems.
There are three recognized methods to accomplish the stated
objective-(1) low thinning, (2) crown thinning, and (3) selection thinning.
6.11

Low Thinning

Low thinning is often referred to as thinning from below. The
principle is based on the removal of the poorest crown class among
the overtopped trees, and thence upwards in consecutive order
through the better crown classes. The number of classes removed
increases with the severity of thinning. The weakest trees and
those which must be utilized immediately to save them from death
and decay are cut with as many more of the intermediate codominant and dominant trees as the desired severity of thinning
warrants.
6.12

Crown Thinning

The principle of crown thinning is to cut in the upper crown
class-Le., the dominant trees-in order to favour development of
the most promising trees of these classes. Cutting in the lower
crown class is confined to trees that will not survive through to the
next thinning.
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6.13

Selection Thinning

The principle of selection thinning is to remove ( 1) the largest
dominant trees and (2) the overtopped trees likely to die. The
dominant trees are selected on the basis of form and quality.
6.14

Desirable Characteristics in Trees to Be Selected to
Accrue Increment

Trees selected to accrue INCREMENT should:( 1) Be of an age that will respond to release.
(2) Possess a well-developed thrifty crown.
(3) Possess good form, i.e., a reasonably straight bole.
( 4) Be free from defect.
( 5) Have sufficient living room to be able to develop and yet
still form part of the canopy.
Sometimes it is not possible to leave trees that possess all the
desired characteristics. Under these circumstances it is preferable
to retain trees with well-developed thrifty crowns.
6.2

PRINCIPLES TO FOLLOW IN THE SELECTION
OF TREES FOR REGENERATION

In the production of forests there are two factors influencing
the development of a stand-(1) environment and (2) heredity.
In selecting trees for regenerative purposes, we are concerned
with both heredity and environment, since these factors influence
the type of trees we should select as seed producers.
In determining the effects of heredity and environment on individual trees, it is difficult to be certain as to what causes individual
trees to possess good form while others are crooked and misshapen.
But there are certain tenets which, if followed, should produce
healthy well-formed stock:( 1) Progeny resulting from cross-pollination are preferable to
seedlings resulting from self-pollination.
(2) Parent trees with desirable characteristics, such as good
form and growth, should produce desirable offspring.
In selecting trees for REGENERATION, special care should
be taken to select thrifty mature trees with well-developed crowns,
preferably with between one-half to two-thirds of the tree in crown.
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It is also important to ensure:( a) That spacing does not exceed the average pollination and
seed-dissemination distance.
( b) That the question of wind exposure and topography is
carefully considered.
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7.0

REMEDIAL MEASURES WHICH MAY BE NECESSARY TO ENSURE NATURAL REGENERATION

Ofter circumstances arise where site preparations are necessary
to ready the soil for the new crop. This preparation may entail:( 1) Slash-burning-to remove old debris.
( 2) Scarification-to expose the mineral soil.
( 3) Brush-control-to control invasion and allow seedlings
to establish.

7.1

SLASH-BURNING IN THE COASTAL
DOUGLAS FIR REGION

Slash-burning requirements do not share the wide acceptance
and approval afforded snag-falling regulations, although both were
instituted about the same time and for similar reasons. There are
logical reasons why snag-falling can be more easily complied with,
since it is a straightforward operation that can be done at any time
of year, achieving immediate reduction of an acknowledged high
potential fire-hazard. Slash-burning, on the other hand, can usually only be done during a very limited period of the year, and may
involve risk to considerable values in equipment, felled and bucked
timber, etc., aside from some disruption of the current logging
programme.
Much of the earlier insistence on broadcast burning stemmed
from the former predominance of railway operations where this
relatively inflexible method required the removal of large volumes
of timber to meet the costly overhead, thereby creating large areas
and quantities of slash. A further consideration was that once
the area had been logged and the track taken up, there was no
easy access should accidental fires occur subsequently.
The currently predominant truck operations, combined with
the trend to increased utilization of the forest crop, offer much
improvement to the protection picture if their advantages are fully
utilized. They create less slash, on smaller areas, and provide
quick access into the area, particularly where permanent road systems are laid out. They also provide the opportunity for patch
logging with timbered fire-breaks.
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Some concern has been expressed over current extensive slashburning, and the advisability of such regulations has been questioned. It would appear to be in order to review some of the
objectives and factors concerned.

7.11

Hazard-reduction Objectives of Slash-burning

Logging slash ranges from the highly inflammable, smaller
material, with its high rate of fire-spread, to the larger, broken
chunks and tops which provide the mass of fuel for a large volume
of fire and which offer a high resistance to fire-control. Intentional
reduction of such hazard essentially entails a planned and controlled burn, carried out during safe meteorological conditions.
The reasoning behind burning is that it is better to reduce this
hazard at a safe time of year, under controlled conditions, than to
carry the risk of an accidental summer fire with potentially dangerous results. Coupled with this objective is the longer-range view
of protection from fire for the young forest. A young crop is
particularly vulnerable should an accidental fire start in unburned
slash several years after logging, offering great difficulty in control,
and delaying the second crop much later than where there had
been an original, intentional slash burn.
Many protection men contend that all slash will burn eventually, particularly in the fir belt, and that controlled burning of
hazardous accumulations at safe periods is the logical answer.
They are concerned over the build-up of contiguous slash areas,
compounded by similar conditions on adjoining operations, and,
based on their own experience in fighting summer slash fires, are
justifiably apprehensive of the potentially dangerous hazard in
many areas. Histories of many large accidental summer fires
reveal that unburned slash areas have provided explosive fuels and
given such momentum to these fires that control measures are
nearly impossible. On the other hand, areas which were previously
slash-burned have, on occasion, slowed down the momentum of
fires sufficiently to allow control measures to be taken. The difficulties met with and damage resulting from some intentional slash
burns, even as late as October, give an indication of what might
have been the result had an accidental fire got into those areas in
midsummer under adverse meteorological conditions.
The extensive slash-burning programme to date can hardly be
considered an ideal or ultimate solution to the problem, but is
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rather a compromise necessitated by the excessive mass of debris
in contiguous situations, where the dangerous hazard potential
must be met by drastic means.
The current trend toward increased utilization of material,
resulting in less debris being left on the ground, has greatly improved this condition, with the result that many such areas are
only required to be spot-burned at landings and other concentrations.
7.12 Silvicultural Considerations in Slash-disposal
Prompt and adequate stocking after logging is a primary requisite in forest management and deserves serious consideration in
the slash-disposal plan. The abatement of hazard and provision
for prompt regeneration may appear to conflict in some respects.
However, they should be complementary to each other.
Existing data indicate that stocking is generally faster and more
complete on unburned areas. The following data are based on
a twenty-year study in the Douglas fir region in WashingtonOregon:Seven years after loggingBurned, 25 per cent stocking.
Unburned, 50 per cent stocking.
Thirty years after loggingBurned, 80 per cent stocking.
Unburned, 95 per cent stocking.
However, these figures do not indicate the intensity of the bum,
whether areas were rebumed, or other pertinent factors . It would
appear that much research is yet required so that all factors can
be evaluated under comparable conditions.
Provision for leaving a satisfactory seed-source is essential in
the logging plan but, unfortunately, not always adhered to. These
seed-sources, whether seed-trees, groups, marginal timber, or timbered fire-breaks, should be retained for a sufficient length of time
after logging to ensure adequate regeneration. Contrary to a popular belief that seed will remain viable when stored for years in the
duff, tests have demonstrated that very little Douglas fir seed will
remain viable for more than one year. Therefore, attention should
be paid to seed-year periodicity with respect to later logging of
these seed-sources in order that ample seed is left on the ground
before logging.
Silviculturally, the following general rules may be applied to
slash-burning.
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Burning MAY BE recommended where there is a combination of the following:( 1) Heavy slash. Aside from the hazard involved, where slash
will offer mechanical obstruction to seeds and seedlings.
(2) Heavy duff. Where heavy duff layer is unfavourable to
seed germination and burning would expose the mineral
seed-bed.
( 3) Seed-supply. Where a source of seed remains within
seeding distance of the area.
( 4) No seed-crop. Where current seed-crop is a failure and
there is no reproduction, a moderate burn will prepare
the ground for a succeeding crop.
To these might be added hazard considerations:( 5) Where incidence of accidental fires is high and fire-control
chances poor.
( 6) Where conflagration hazard is high, due to extensive slash
areas.
Burning IS NOT recommended where there is a combination
of the following:( 1) Light slash. Where much of the ground is exposed and
there is little mechanical obstruction.
(2) Satisfactory seed-bed. Where duff layer is thin and germination conditions are favourable.
(3) No seed-supply. Where there is no marginal seed-source.
( 4) Seed-crop. Where there has been a good seed-crop immediately preceding winter logging, or immediately following summer logging, and where a burn would destroy
seed.
7.13

Slash-burning and Reforestation

It is unsound and uneconomic forestry to burn without regard
to natural regeneration on the assumption that barren areas can
always be planted. Biologically, trees make poor growth on badly
burned sites; economically, a planted acre at rotation age will have
cost much more than a naturally seeded acre.
7.14
7.141

Other Slash-disposal Considerations
SALVAGE LOGGING

Salvage logging is desirable from the hazard point of view in
that the mass of debris is often greatly reduced, and silviculturally
in that more ground is exposed and the soil mixed. To be effective,
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however, bona fide salvage operations should be started right after
completion of primary logging because the suitable pulp species
deteriorate rapidly and may not be acceptable after much more
than one or two years weathering.
Pre-logging of the smaller salvable material in advance of
primary logging is probably the best answer to avoiding excessive
breakage and waste. In combination with salvage logging after the
primary logging, there should be a minimum of debris left on the
ground. Economic considerations are, of course, always a governing factor.
7.142 SELECTIVE LOGGING
Slash left after selective logging often offers difficult decisions
as to disposal. Cedar slash is highly inflammable, and in any
amount constitutes considerable hazard. The problem is to avoid
too intense a burn whereby the residual stand would be fire-killed,
thus leaving a longer-term hazard, perhaps worse than before.
Generally, it would not be advisable to burn selective logging
slash when:( a) Stand is lightly logged, and residual stand will provide
good shading effect.
(b) Good utilization has been achieved, and slash is light and
scattered.
( c) Residual stand is thin-barked species, and extensive firekilling would result.
7.15 Effects of Fire on Soils
Intense burns have the following effects on soils:( 1) The black, charred surface increases soil capacity to
absorb heat from the sun. The higher surface temperature
results in increased seedling mortality during summer.
( 2) The change in soil pH, from acid to alkaline condition,
encourages herbaceous growth.
( 3) The soil is deprived of protective cover and future sourc~
of organic matter.
( 4) The destruction of organic matter in upper soil layers
changes fertility, structure, and moisture-holding capacity.
An important factor in plant nutrition is the amount of plant
food in available form. Normally these nutrients are made available gradually through the progressive decomposition of organic
matter. As a result of a penetrating fire, much of these nutrients
are made immediately available at the surface, with the result that
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much nutrient is lost through leaching, run-off, etc. The effect of
such readily available nutrient on seedlings is to produce undesirably luxurious crowns and shallow root systems, resulting in higher
mortality during the summer drought.
The above observations apply largely to intense burns and rebums. Much has yet to be learned regarding the effects of moderate bums and whether or not these have an adverse effect on soils.

7.16 Weather
Various weather factors, such as the amount and distribution
of rain, drying effects of the sun and wind, build-up of hazardous
conditions, etc., should be intelligently studied in their application
to slash-burning. The reliability of weather forecasts is an important factor in making a decision to burn, and it should be remembered that there may be local variations in weather in any general
forecast region.
7.17

Aspect and Slope

Slash on southern exposures, having full insolation effect, has a
higher inflammability potential than that on northern aspects in the
same local area. This factor alone can account for successful burns
on south exposures when fires will not bum on north slopes, and
should be used to advantage where burning is required on various
exposures on the same operation.
The steepness of the logged slope, considered together with soil
thickness, rock outcrops, etc., may have considerable bearing on
the advisability of burning slash. Burns on steep slopes are potentially dangerous, and there is always the likelihood of fire-killing
the upper, marginal seed-source. A severe bum on thin soil will
leave the slope particularly vulnerable to erosion.

7.2

SCARIFICATION

Mineral soil is necessary for the successful germination of many
tree species. However, the development of the forest-cover has
generally created a heavy duff layer, which is a powerful deterrent
to the establishment of germinants.
It is often necessary to break up the duff layer in order to
encourage natural regeneration. Sometimes this can be accomplished during logging. However, winter operations seldom expose
the mineral soil and, under such conditions, scarification may be
necessary.
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Scarification can be accomplished by the use of a variety of
tools, ranging from the hand type to specialized implements; e.g.,
the Rome disc and Athans plough. Under most conditions, a satisfactory job can be achieved by an ordinary caterpillar tractor,
preferably a D-4 or a TD-9. In scarifying an area, it is not necessary to expose the entire area. If at least 50 per cent of the area
has been exposed, it can be considered satisfactory.
Scarification may be carried out either prior to the commencement of logging operations or after operations have been completed. In both instances it is extremely desirable to coincide
scarification with a good seed year in order to favour the regeneration over competing vegetation. Experience has shown that
annuals quickly colonize the exposed mineral soil; however, this
process appears to take up to five years.
7.3

BRUSH-CONTROL

Brush-control may be defined as the control of all undesirable
herb, shrub, and tree species which would either hinder or deny the
establishment and growth of the next forest crop.
There are four principal methods of controlling brush-( 1)
chemical, ( 2) mechanical, ( 3) burning, and ( 4) biological.
Each method has some weaknesses and some advantages. In
practice, different methods or combinations of methods are often
needed to meet different situations.
7.31

Chemical Methods

Recent advances have focused attention on chemical methods
of brush-control. Ideal chemical herbicides should kill readily
unwanted brush or weed-trees without damage to desirable trees.
They should be cheap, easy to apply, non-corrosive to metals, and
non-toxic to animals or humans. So far, 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic
acid (2,4-D), 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T), and
ammonium sulphinate ( ammate) most nearly meet these specifications and are most used by foresters. The main advantages of
chemical methods are:( 1 ) Chemicals will sometimes kill or seriously damage the
unwanted brush with only negligible harm to desirable
conifers.
(2) Sprouting may be greatly reduced or eliminated.
(3) Chemical control is often the cheapest way of doing a job.
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The main disadvantages of chemical methods are:( 1) Not all undesirable brush species are killed or damaged by
small doses of a cheap chemical.
(2) Dead vegetation may increase the fire-hazard, or hinder
planting or seeding operations.
7 .32 Mechanical Methods
Mechanical brush-control has certain advantages over fire or
chemicals. Every machine will not provide all the following advantages, but some of them may be expected when the right equipment
is used:( 1) A favourable seed-bed is prepared by exposing the mineral
soil.
(2) Brush may be removed or broken down, permitting ready
access for planting or other activities.
( 3) Plant residues may be left as a surface mulch to protect
soil and conserve moisture.
Principal limitations of mechanical brush-control are:( 1) Unsuitable for ground that is steep, rough, or rocky.
(2) Erosion may be accelerated.
( 3) Several mechanical devices are not effective against
sprouting species.
( 4) Costs are high.
7.33 Burning
The main advantages of burning as a brush-control method
are :( 1) It may be cheap.
(2) It cleans up the ground, provided the fire is sufficiently hot.
(3) It reduces fire-hazard.
The main disadvantages of burning are :( 1) Dangerous to use and adequate precautions may be costly.
(2) Requires a high degree of skill to use safely and effectively.
( 3) Results are difficult to predict.
( 4) Effective only on non-sprouting species.
( 5) Stimulates germination of seeds of many undesirable brush
species.
(6) May impair soil productivity.
(7) May impair hydrological functions of the soil.

7 .34 Biological Control
Control of brush through heavy browsing or by introducing
specific insects or aggressive forest trees may offer possibilities.
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7 .35

Brush-control Problems in British Columbia

Perhaps brush-control problems are more acute on the Coast
than in the Interior. However, brush poses a serious problem on
the majority of the better sites throughout the Province.
On the Coast, one of the more important problem species is
salmonberry ( Rub us spectabilis). This species poses a serious
problem, not because it occupies such a great area, but because it
invariably takes control of sites which are the most accessible and
productive. Salmonberry occurs from sea-level to nearly 3,000
feet elevation, but it seldom constitutes a brush problem above
1,500 feet elevation.
Salmonberry prefers fresh, moist sites and, accordingly, is most
abundant on valley-bottoms and slopes having abundant seepage
water. During the growing season it grows at a rapid rate and will
attain a height of 5 to 8 fee t on favourable sites within four years
of establishment.
Salmonberry is often accompanied by other shrubs, ferns, and
herbs, in which case two layers of vegetation are present-a lower
layer occupying the space within 11h feet of the ground and an
upper layer 5 to 8 feet from the ground.
This complete vegetative cover overshadowing a moist soil preserves a cool, humid micro-climate at ground-level during the
growing season. Such conditions are considered to be ideal for
certain types of fungi which cause moulding of tree seed and
damping-off.
Where salmonberry is likely to pose a problem after logging,
the areas should be carefully mapped and provision should be
made to ensure restocking immediately after logging. Moreover,
since these sites are both very accessible and very productive, they
should be able to carry a higher cost of regeneration.
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1.0
I.I

SPRUCE-BALSAM AND ASSOCIATED
SPECIES
SILVICS OF WESTERN WHITE AND
ENGELMANN SPRUCE

I.II Stand Characteristics
The spruce-balsam type occurs naturally as both even- and
uneven-aged stands. Stands which have originated in the last 150
years as a result of a natural disaster tend to be even-aged in
appearance, while older stands tend more toward an uneven-aged
form.
Spruce occurring naturally ranges up to 350 years, while balsam may reach up to 250 years. Spruce generally tends to be
associated with balsam; in this association up to 80 per cent of
the volume of the mature stand may be spruce, the remainder being
balsam, with minor amounts of lodgepole pine and Douglas fir.
In general, an average net merchantable stand in the sprucebalsam type contains some 1,500 to 2,000 cubic feet per acre of
spruce and 200 to 400 cubic feet per acre of balsam. The spruce,
especially in the younger stands, is usually sound and of good
quality, whereas the quality of the balsam is highly variable. Unfortunately, natural regeneration both before and after logging
often appears to favour temporarily the associated species such as
balsam. However, studies in the Prince George District have indicated that despite the fact that the understory may appear to be
predominantly balsam, a spruce stand will ultimately result. This
is due to the slow, persistent seeding of spruce, together with the
release of spruce residuals which are in a better condition and have
a greater longevity than balsam. However, these studies were
made during the horse-logging era, and since the advent of the
machine the amount of damage has greatly increased. Thus, the
above conclusions should be treated with caution.
Spruce is a tree of up to 160 feet in height and 3 to 4 feet in
diameter. A more general average would be 100 feet high with
a d.b.h. of 20 inches. It has a narrow, conical crown, which may
extend nearly to the ground on open-grown trees. The best trees
are often found in well-drained valley-bottoms, but it can also
prosper on side-hills where the soil is thin, provided its water requirements are met. As a species, it is tolerant and can endure
long periods of suppression and still recover upon release.
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In the early stages, growth tends to be slow. Spruce does, however, possess extreme tenacity and can generally survive all but
the most severe damage once it has become established. After it
reaches the age of 30 years, its growth is rapid, and persists to a
height of 100 feet.
Being shallow-rooted, spruce may be susceptible to wind-throw,
especially where it is growing on a poorly drained site. Owing to
its thin bark, spruce is liable to injury from fire, lightning, and
sun-scald.
Spruce often has a predilection for acid soils. Research in
Europe has indicated that when pure spruce is grown over several
rotations, the continued acidification of the soil will lead to a loss
in the productivity of the site. Thus, it would appear desirable to
grow spruce in mixtures. There is a school of thought which advocates the complete removal of balsam. There would, however,
appear to be some justification for encouraging balsam, for, while
it is not a commercially valuable species, it does tend to prevent
overacidification. It also acts as a wind-filter and provides a measure of shade, especially after logging.
Spruce, in common with all forest trees, is attacked by numerous insects and fungi . The most noteworthy of the insects are the
spruce budworm and the spruce bark-beetle. Budworm is seldom
a serious problem. Bark-beetles, on the other hand, may exercise
considerable influence in determining stand treatment. Butt-rot
is the most noteworthy pathological defect. Butt-rot, while present
in the majority of stands, usually cuts out in the first log, and the
average cull factor for spruce should rarely exceed between 5 and
10 per cent. In stands which have suffered as a result of ground
fires, the incidence of butt-rot may be appreciably higher.

1.111

HISTORY AND ECOLOGY OF THE SPRUCE-BALSAM TYPE

The history of the spruce-balsam type is related to natural disasters. In many instances, spruce stands owe their origin to fire.
There are many examples in the Northern and Central Interior of
successional development following a disaster.
It can be surmised that a severe fire enveloping a spruce stand
will probably destroy the seeds in the ground litter. The recolonization is, therefore, left to the light wind-borne seeds. Such are
the conditions which lead to the aspen-willow type. When lodgepole pine is present in the admixture, the heat generated encour-
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ages the dissemination of the lodgepole pine seed which has lain
dormant. Lodgepole pine cones are slow in developing and the
seed is heat-resistant.
Fires vary in severity. A fire may pass over an area leaving
trees that survive. Where this occurs, there will be either spruce
or lodgepole pine reproduction, according to the species left.
When aspen-willow comes in following a burn, especially on
the finer-textured soils, it is gradually replaced by spruce, which
reaches dominance with the decline of the nurse-crop. Spruce will
also outlive lodgepole pine on fine-textured soils where lodgepole
pine was once dominant.
Thus, spruce stands, which owe their origin to fire, whether
the development is through the aspen-willow or lodgepole pine
types or as pure spruce stands, usually tend to be even-aged through
the immature and thrifty mature stages. The stand then begins to
break up and, with the gradual falling-out of the older trees, tends
toward a more uneven-aged structure.
Spruce occurs throughout the entire Interior on a variety of
sites and elevations. Nevertheless, it would appear that while there
are many different types of ground cover associated with spruce,
it is possible to delineate specific vegetation types. Thus, stands
can be classified in broad strata. The Research Division is working presently on a stand classification which should assist greatly
in the development of spruce silviculture.
1.12

Seed Production

Seed is produced annually in varying quantities, but good seed
years are cyclic, occuring between five- and eight-year intervals.
1.13

Seed Dissemination

Spruce seed is light. It is generally considered that the maximum distance for satisfactory restocking is 5 chains on level ground
and up to 10 chains on steep terrain.
1.2

REGENERATION PROBLEMS

Spruce germination is fair, with seedling survival being greatest
on exposed mineral soil. However, well-decomposed duff or decaying vegetation also makes a suitable seed-bed.
Natural regeneration of spruce is extremely difficult to obtain,
and considerable research is necessary before all the problems connected with regeneration of this species are solved.
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1.3

RECOMMENDED METHODS OF STAND
TREATMENT

The treatment of spruce-balsam is complex since the type is
extremely variable. The following systems are commonly in use
in treating spruce:( 1) Clear cutting:
(a) Alternate strip cutting.
(b) Patch logging.
(2) Seed-tree method:
(a) Single seed-trees.
( b) Groups or blocks of seed-trees.
( 3) Selection.
Every stand in this type poses a slightly different problem and
should be treated on its merits rather than under a blanket rule.
1.31

Determination of Stand Treatment in the
Spruce-Balsam Type

In view of all the different factors involved in determining stand
treatment in spruce, a key has been compiled to assist in arriving
at a decision.
Key for Use in Spruce-Balsam Typesl
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Stand well stocked (80 spruce 8 inches and over per acre) ------------------- 2
Stand poorly stocked --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5
Stand even-aged ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3
Stand uneven-aged -·-··-··--··-···--···-···········-··········-------------------···-····---Selection
Ground moist --·-----···-······---···-··--Clear cutting in strips, groups, or patches
Ground dry -----··---·-····-······-·····---·················---·-··········--·-················--···-··--·· 4
Range of heights and diameters wide ··················--··-----····-··-····----Selection
Range of heights and diameters narrow ____Clear cutting in strips, groups,
or patches
Regeneration good ( 100 spruce seedlings per acre) ---···--·-··········Selection
Regeneration poor ------······---------····-··------··········-----------···-----------··········-----· 6
Topography regular ···------·-·-·----·---··-------·····----··-----------·-·······--·········-·-····-· 7
Topography irregular and steep ···---··----------···------------------Seed-tree method
Volume per acre more than 2 M c.f. ----···--··----------······----·-···-············-··· 8
Volume per acre less than 2 M c.f. -----------···············------·-Seed-tree method
Individual trees vigorous ············-··--·····················-·----·-··----------------Selection
Individual trees lack vigour .. .... Clear cutting in strips, groups, or patches

1 This key is dicotomous;
to use it one answers the question " Is the stand well
stocked or poorly stocked? " If it is poorly stocked, then one proceeds to question 5,
and so on until eventually a specific treatment is recommended. If the stand is well
stocked, then one proceeds to question 2. This asks the question " Is the stand even-aged
or uneven-aged? " If it is even-aged, one proceeds to question 3; if it is uneven-aged,
then selection is the recommended treatment.
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1.32

Clear Cutting in Alternate Strips or Patches

In regular topography, strips should be 4 chains wide and
should not exceed 30 chains in length. If the sale covers a large
area, the strips should be broken into small units and staggered.
There should be a 4-chain shelter belt separating each cutting. In
laying out either strips or patches, not more than 50 per cent of
the area should be cut.
Topography is generally the determining factor in choosing between strip cutting and patch logging. In steep topography, it is
essential to lay out the cutting so that it parallels the contour.
Before laying out any cutting areas, it is essential that the
operator submit a logging plan. Orientation of cutting units will
depend on the location of the main haul-roads. Wherever practicable, cutting units should be at right angles to the prevailing
wind. This will encourage seed dissemination and minimize loss
from wind damage. In this regard, it should be emphasized that
all strip or patch comers must be rounded off. This is a necessary
anti-blowdown precaution.
Strip cutting or patch logging is designed to provide NATURAL REGENERATION. In spruce-balsam, this is often not
possible without some form of seed-bed preparation. The work
by D. I. Crossley in Alberta and, more recently, by the British
Columbia Forest Service in the Prince George District has encouraged the belief that on some sites scarification may achieve excellent results.
On sales where strip cutting or patch logging is recommended,
consideration must be given to some form of seed-bed preparation,
especially if the sale is a winter logging show, since, under winter
conditions, there is little chance of any soil disturbance occurring
during logging.
1.33

Seed-tree Method

This system is often employed where the topography is not
suited to strip or patch logging or where either the stand is a lowvolume type or the species composition does not favour spruce.
The usual practice is cut down to a 13-inch d.s.h. limit, with
optional cutting below 13-inch d.s.h., while reserving selected trees
singly or in groups.
While this method has its uses, it should not be used on either
wet or exposed sites, since isolated, individual spruce-trees are often
subject to wind-throw.
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1.34 Selection
Single-tree Selection Based on T hrift.-The techniques involved in this system are outlined in Research Note No. 20,
"Marking of Spruce in the Fort George Forest District." While
the principles contained in Research Note. No. 20 still form the
basis of the marking rules, considerable stress is laid on the importance of uniform spacing. Experience has now shown spacing is
not as important as preserving a regular canopy. The retention
of " super-dominants " after logging increases the danger of wind
damage, since such trees are extremely vulnerable to wind-throw.
1.35 Diameter-limit Cutting
There are a number of stands which presently defy treatment.
In cases where the stand has deteriorated to a point where treatment does not appear to be feasible, or where staff limitations prevent treatment being undertaken, a diameter-limit may be used.
However, it must be stressed that diameter-limit cutting rarely
provides a satisfactory result, and wherever possible a more intensive farm of stand treatment must be recommended.

CLAUSES RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN TIMBER
SALES IN SPRUCE-BALSAM TYPES
1.41 Clear Cutting in Alternate Strips or Patches
Condition 3 (d): D-15 or D-11 (a).
Condition 3 (j):
J-18, where applicable.
J-31.
J-20.
Condition 3 (l):
L-4.
L-12.
If scarification is a condition of the contract, then the following
clauses should be used:1.411 CLAUSE TO BE USED WHERE SCARIFICATION ls TO TAKE
1.4

PLACE PRIOR TO LOGGING

The licensee shall, at his own expense, scarify as directed the
areas designated to be clear-cut. Scarification on areas to be clearcut shall be completed prior to logging, except where considered
impractical by the Forest Officer in charge. In the latter event,
scarification shall be completed by the conclusion of each season's
logging.
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The method of scarification shall be as follows:( 1 ) The areas selected for scarification shall be laid our prior
to July 1st by agreement between the licensee and the
Forest Officer in charge.
(2) All scarification shall be at the licensee's expense and shall
be carried out between July 1st and September 30th of
each season, on the areas as designated by the Forest
Officer in charge.
(3) The areas selected shall be scarified by mechanical equipment.
( 4) E ach area shall be scarified for a minimum of one "cat"
hour for each acre of area. When the area has been
treated, the licensee shall notify the Forest Officer in
charge, who will give his approval or otherwise in writing.
( 5) The total "cat " hours to be expended in the treatment of
the total area need not exceed
hours.

1.412

CLAUSE REQUIRING SCARIFICATION FOLLOWING THE
COMPLETION OF LOGGING

It is an express condition of this contract that in any year in
which the prospects of an adequate seed year are favourable, the
Forest Officer may require and direct the scarification of such areas
as he may designate.
The licensee shall undertake such scarification at his own
expense, in accordance with the following conditions:( 1 ) Scarification shall be defined as meaning the removal of
slash and ground litter sufficiently to expose the mineral
soil.
(2) Scarification shall be done by means of a crawler-type
tractor, or other suitable equipment, as authorized by the
Forest Officer in charge.
( 3) In any year in which scarification shall be required, the
Forest Officer in charge shall so advise the licensee prior
to July 1st. The areas to be scarified are to be designated
and laid out on the ground prior to that date.
( 4) Scarification shall be undertaken only in July, August, and
September unless otherwise authorized by the Forest Officer in charge.
( 5) When the scarification required by the Forest Officer in
any one year has been completed to his satisfaction, he
will undertake to advise the licensee in writing.
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( 6) The licensee shall not be required to expend during the
term of the contract a sum (in terms of going rates of
salaries, fuel, equipment, rental) exceeding $ ____________________
in the scarification of the area.

1.42 Seed-tree Method
Condition 3 ( d):
D-2, without rider.
D-14A.

Condition 3 ( j):
J-18, where applicable.
J-20.
J-31.
Condition 3 ( l):
L-4.
L-12.
1.43 Selection
Condition 3 (d): D-11 (a).
Condition 3 ( j):
J-18, where applicable.
J-20.
J-31.
Condition 3 ([):
L-4.
L-12.
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2.0

HEMLOCK-CEDAR AND ASSOCIATED
SPECIES
2.1

2.11

SILVICS OF HEMLOCK-CEDAR

Stand Characteristics
The mature hemlock-cedar of the Interior Wet Belt consists of
hemlock-cedar in association with Engelmann and white spruce,
balsam, lodgepole pine, Douglas fir, larch, and white pine in varying degrees, depending on latitude and elevation.
A major percentage of the hemlock-cedar type is in virgin
stands containing a heavy percentage of defect to the extent that
the hemlock and balsam are practically worthless for saw-timber.
At the present time, no market exists for hemlock, balsam, nor for
a percentage of the cedar. No improvement in this situation is
forseeable at present, except possibly, locally, when pulp-mills become established.
These stands are presently being exploited chiefly for Douglas
fir, white pine, larch, and spruce sawlogs, with a percentage of the
cedar going as poles.
The present stands are a mixed even-aged type which probably
became established following a burn. The component species
range in tolerance from:Very tolerant: Hemlock, balsam, cedar.
Tolerant: Engelmann and white spruce.
Intermediate: White pine and Douglas fir.
Intolerant: Lodgepole pine.
Very intolerant: Larch.
Usually, the more intolerant species are the more vigorous and
occupy the dominant position in the stand. Thus, it is a compatible association with all the species developing in harmony, in so
far as their light-relationships are concerned.
In managing these stands, light-relationship is of paramount
importance. The very tolerant species can regenerate successfully
under the canopy or in the smaller openings, whereas the intolerant
species require more light. Thus, if the manager desires to regenerate a mixed stand, succession requires the complete removal of
the canopy together with the provision of an adequate seed-source
of the desired species. Hi-grading or partial cutting of the better
species will only favour the tolerant and very tolerant species which
are presently less desirable.
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The Wet Belt stands grow on deep podzols, with a very thick
raw humus layer (6-15 cm.). They are situated either on glacial
or old alluvial deposits on the upper parts of slopes, flat ridges,
and other topographic positions where there is practically no lateral movement of ground-water through the soil.
In addition to the Wet Belt stands, there is a similar type in
the Kitwanga-Hazelton region. In this area, mature and overmature hemlock-cedar is a common forest type, and while the associated species differ, generally being either Sitka or white spruce,
the decay problem is almost identical.
In mature and overmature hemlock-cedar, decays average up
to 52 per cent of the gross cubic-foot volume. The most serious
decay organism is Echinodontiurn tinctoriurn, the Indian paint
fungus. Fornes pini is also prevalent in these stands. It would
appear that on the lower slopes, which are generally the better
sites, the Indian paint fungus is usually confined to the tops of the
stems. However, Fornes pini is often severe on these sites. On
the majority of the sidehills, dry benches occur, and here Indian
paint fungus attacks virtually every stem.
The real problem in cutting is the high incidence of waste and
accumulation of defective material following a logging operation.
This produces a severe fire-hazard, pending the natural disintegration of the debris, especially if no slash-disposal is undertaken. In
view of the extreme hazard, the only adequate method of disposal
would appear to be some form of controlled burning which would
also have the added advantage of helping to prepare the seed-bed
for the new crop.
In addition to the large acreages of overmature, decadent
hemlock-cedar, there is a considerable acreage of thrifty immature
scattered throughout the Wet Belt, particularly in the Arrow and
Slocan Lakes area. This is probably the result of large fires dating from early settlement. These stands clearly indicate the tremendous growth potential of the hemlock-cedar types and emphasize the desirability of returning the sites occupied by decadent
timber to full production at an early date.
2.2

RECOMMENDED METHODS OF STAND
TREATMENT
2.21 Decadent Overmature Stands
These stands should be clear-cut with the reservation of seed
blocks, the objective being to secure NATURAL REGENERA-
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TION of the more desirable species. Wherever possible, all stems
should be cut with the exception of the seed-source. In view of
the doubtful nature of the material and the fact that the removal
of all stems of 8 inches d.s.h. is desired, it is the policy to offer
salvage rates on hemlock, cedar, and balsam, provided all trees are
felled down to 8 inches d.s.h.
From a silvicultural standpoint, the removal of all trees down
to an 8-inch d.s.h. is mandatory. However, in view of the dubious
economics of this type of sale, it is not policy to make salvage sales
compulsory. The practice is to offer a salvage-type sale to the applicant and to endeavour to persuade him to accept the conditions.
Should the applicant be unwilling to take the sale on a salvage
basis, then, and only then, should we proceed with a normal timber
sale embodying conditions compatible with the objective-REGENERA TION.
In other words, if we are compelled to make a normal timber
sale, we should aim for the maximum utilization of all species, together with the retention of selected seed-trees. We should not
hedge in the contract with restrictive clauses designed to protect a
residual stand we wish to remove.

2.22

Thrifty Mature Stands

Under the majority of conditions, cutting in these stands is not
considered advisable at this time in view of the vast acreages of
high-priority timber which should be harvested first. Nevertheless,
there will be occasions when sales in this type may be considered.
In such cases they should be on a MARKED basis and under no
circumstances should diameter-limit sales be permitted. Marking
in this type should aim to remove not more than 40 per cent of the
volume 12 inches and over. In selecting the species to be removed,
the heaviest cut should be in larch and cedar, with white pine also
forming a major portion of the cut. This is especially desirable
where there are indications that the species is infected with either
pole blight or blister-rust. It would appear that both larch and
cedar have short pathological rotations in the Wet Belt. In this
type of cutting, the time interval between harvests should not be
more than twenty years, and the final cut should be a clear cut with
the reservation of seed-trees to secure NATURAL REGENERATION.
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2.3
2.31
2.311

CLAUSES RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN TIMBER
SALES IN THE HEMLOCK-CEDAR TYPE
Decadent Overmature Stands
SALVAGE-TYPE SALES

Condition 3 ( d): D-2 for all species except hemlock, balsam,
and cedar, which are covered by the following rider: "All hemlock,
balsam, and cedar trees must be felled down to 8" in diameter at a
point 18" from the ground notwithstanding the provision of clause
3 (c), which does not apply to these species." D-14A should be
for the reservation of seed-trees.
Condition 3 ( e) : The following clause should be inserted in
place of that now used in the printed contract: "No penalty for
damage will be assessed except in the case of the blocks of reserved
seed blocks. In which case, damage will be charged at $ ________________
per tree for trees damaged or cut."
Condition -3 (j): As recommended by the examining officer.
Condition--3 ( l): L-62.

2.312

ORDINARY TIMBER SALES

Condition 3 ( d):
D-2 ( omit the rider) .
D-14A.
Condition 3 ( e): The following clause should be inserted in
place of that now used in the printed contract: "No penalty for
damage will be assessed except in the case of the blocks of reserved
seed blocks. In which case, damage will be charged at $ ________________
per tree for trees damaged or cut."
In sales in decadent overmature stands, there is no need for the
usual restrictive clauses such as:(a) Minimum diameter-limits at stump height.
(b) Clauses requesting the licensee to obtain permission to
operate " cats," jammers, and overhead power-skidding
system.
( c) Penalties for damage to residual stand.

2.32

Thrifty Mature Stands

Condition 3 ( d): D-llA or: "AlL___________ trees to be cut shall
be designated by the licensor and all trees so designated shall be cut.
AlL ____________ trees not designated are reserved from cutting."
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Condition 3 ( j):
J-18.
J-31.
Condition 3 (l):
L-4.
L-7.
L-9.
L-12.
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3.0

DOUGLAS FIR AND ASSOCIATED SPECIES
3.1

3.11

SILVICS OF INTERIOR DOUGLAS FIR

Stand Characteristics

Interior fir grows under a wide range of conditions, in which
it is associated with a number of other -species, notably spruce,
lodgepole pine, yellow pine, and larch. It is also an important
component in the mixed stands of the Wet Belt.
It is a tree of longevity. It is common to find trees of 300 years
and over, but it rarely exceeds a height of more than 130 feet or a
diameter of 60 inches. Although it is abundant on moist welldrained soils, it is quite drought-resistant and is often found on
extremely arid sites.
·
Interior fir is a fire tree, and over the greater portion of its
range there is a history of repeated fires. It is intermediate in its
light requirements, a factor of considerable importance in treating
fir mixtures. On certain sites it will release after partial cutting.
Release, however, is generally only associated with thrifty stands.
Although it is a wind-firm species and is sometimes considered
suitable for partial cutting, this type of treatment should only be
recommended after careful consideration.
Fire is the species' worst enemy, and while mature trees develop
a thick fire-resistant bark, the crowns are generally highly inflammable. Douglas fir bark-beetle is a serious problem in mature and
overmature stands. In the period from 1953 to 1955, Douglas fir
bark-beetles killed an estimated 14,540,603 cubic feet. Fornes pini
is another problem in mature and overmature stands and is responsible for the condition commonly referred to as "pindote."

3.111

CARIBOO FIR TYPES

The Cariboo fir types extend from Clinton in the south to
Alexandria in the north. The history of these stands is one of recurring fires. Fires have both started and destroyed regeneration.
They have acted as a thinning agerit and left a legacy of fire scars
to be invaded by fungi and insects.
In many instances, moisture-supply during the · growing season
is a limiting factor. The common appearance of these stands is
patchy. Very often the trees have poor crowns with sweep and
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crooks. One area may contain several age-classes. Regeneration
is very often established, though it may be in groups or patches.
The ground vegetation consists mainly of grasses, often occurring along with herbs. Grasses may sometimes inhibit natural
regeneration and would appear to tend to slow down the growth
of established reproduction as late as the 50-year age-class. Low
bushes and shrubs are generally absent or rare.
Ages may be irregularly spaced due to fire wiping out the
younger trees and, at the same time, assisting the establishment of
regeneration. Gaps of 100 years may appear between age-classes.

3.112

0KANAGAN FIR 'TYPES

Okanagan fir types are in many ways similar to those of the
Cariboo, although the mixtures are somewhat different. Whereas
in the Cariboo lodgepole pine is a common associate, with spruce
shading in at the northern extremities of the type, in the Okanagan
yellow pine is a common associate. In fact, fir is colonizing many
of the yellow pine sites. This subject will be discussed further in
Part III, section 5.
While the stand structure in the fir types of the Cariboo and
Okanagan is similar, moisture is a far more limiting factor in the
Okanagan than in the Cariboo, and many trees in the Okanagan do
little more than subsist.
The Okanagan fir types may be best described as a fir-yellow
pine type which has been subject to numerous fires and at least one
bark-beetle infestation and is broken by patches of semi-open
range, rock bluffs, and rock-slides.
The present stands generally consist of an overstory of scattered
many-aged mature and overmature trees, an intermediate story of
pole-sized, more or less uneven-aged trees, and understories of
reproduction more or less uneven-aged, occurring in patches. The
semi-arid climate and soil of the region are conducive to openstocked stands and slow growth.

3.113

KETTLE VALLEY FIR TYPES

The principal species associated with fir in the Kettle Valley are
larch and yellow pine. Of these, larch is the more important.
The fir-larch stands of the Kettle Valley are similar in structure
to the fir types in the Cariboo and Okanagan. This is due to the
similarity in the fire history of these regions. However, Kettle
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Valley fir types have several minor differences which are worthy of
note. Whereas in the Cariboo and Okanagan fir predoi;ninates, in
the Kettle Valley larch is of at least equal importance. Thus, the
overstory is generally composed of mature to overmature larch and
fir with an intermediate story of pole-sized fir and a mixed understory of both larch and fir which may or may not be patchy.
A further significant difference is in the ground vegetation. In
the Cariboo and Okanagan, fir types are dominated by grasses, but
in the Kettle Valley, shrubs are common and on some aspects
appear to dominate the ground vegetation. Nevertheless, while the
shrub layer may appear formidable, it does not appear to affect
significantly the establishment of natural regeneration.
The composition of the reproduction is variable, though both
species are generally well represented, and while larch is intolerant
in the later stages of its development, it is well able to stand a percentage of shade during its initial stages.

3.114

WET BELT FIR TYPES

Wet Belt fir types are quite distinct from all other Interior fir
types. Wet Belt fir types are principally found in the Columbia,
Shuswap, Thompson, Slocan, Arrow Lakes, Quesnel Lake, and
Horsefly drainages. This type is found in moist valleys and drainages adjacent to large bodies of water, usually where the amount of
available soil moisture is high.
Interior fir in tfie Wet Belt is associated with white pine, cedar,
spruce, balsam, hemlock, and lodgepole pine. Of these, white pine,
cedar, and hemlock are the principal associates.
The stands in this type are usually densely stocked with sporadic reproduction, which, when present, is often either cedar or
hemlock. In contrast to other Interior fir types, the tree quality is
good. The bark on the mature stems is normally 2 to 3 inches thick
and has broad corky ridges extending up to two-thirds the length
of the stem. The bole is usually straight and of even taper, while
the crown-length rarely exceeds 40 per cent of the total height and
is usually 30 per cent of the total height at maturity.
Whereas the Cariboo, Okanagan, and Kettle Valley fir types
all possess more than one age-class, the Wet Belt fir types are usually even-aged. In common with other Interior fir types, their
establishment is the result of fire, but the moist climate has precluded the series of ground fires which have influenced the struc·
ture of the other types.
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Wet Belt fir types are not usually a climax, as is the case in
other Interior fir types. Undisturbed, they will progress through
to a cedar-hemlock type.

3.115

STUART LAKE FIR TYPES

The fir stands at Stuart Lake are an outlier. Thus, there is
constant competition from both spruce and lodgepole pine which
may, ultimately, succeed in colonizing these sites.
Many of the stands on the moister sites have an overstory composed of mature or overmature fir interspersed with mature or
thrifty mature spruce or pine, an intermediate story of pole-sized
spruce, and a patchy understory of balsam and spruce. On the drier
gravel soils along the ridge-tops, the stand may be almost pure fir,
and, on occasion, fir reproduction may be present in the understory.

3.12

Seed Production

The minimum age for cone-bearing has been recorded as 20
years. However, abundant cone production rarely begins before
the fortieth or fiftieth year even in open-grown trees. Trees growing in partial shade are generally retarded until a later date.
A full supply of light is essential for good seed production, and
hence trees in dense stands do not bear as abundantly as opengrown trees.
Although Interior fir continues to produce cones late in life,
the abundance of production falls off and extremely old trees generally bear very lightly.
Cone production in Interior fir is cyclic, and while there is seldom a complete failure, good seed years occur at intervals of five
to seven years.

3.13

Seed Dissemination

Information on seed dissemination and pollen-flight distances
is somewhat indefinite.
Present indications are that if cross-pollination is to be successful, trees should be spaced at distances not exceeding 1 yz
chains.
The approximate radius of reproduction from open-grown trees
on level land is 5 to 10 chains. On exposed ridges and mountainslopes it may be much greater, and in closed stands or narrow
ravines, much less.
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3.2

REGENERATION PROBLEMS

Interior fir types seldom pose a regeneration problem, with the
possible exception of Wet Belt fir types.
3.21

Carihoo Fir Types

Advance reproduction is usually present, generally concen~
trated in the natural openings. Often the reproduction tends to be
overstocked and is 20 to 30 years of age.
3.22

Okanagan Fir Types

These types are very similar to those in the Cariboo.
3.23

Kettle Valley Fir Types

The Kettle Valley fir types contain a higher percentage of asso-cia ted species than do the Cariboo and Okanagan types.
3.24

Wet Belt Fir Types

Regeneration of fir may be a problem in these types since the
natural climax is cedar-hemlock type.
3.25

Stuart Lake Fir Types

With the exception of the stands on the ridge-tops and other
gravelly complexes, it is doubtful whether fir will successfully regenerate in this type.
3.3

RECOMMENDED METHODS OF STAND
TREATMENT

Interior fir types can be divided into three classes:(1) Stands possessing an understory.
(2) Stands devoid of an understory.
(3) Stands with a high endemic beetle population.
On a broad regional basis we find:( 1) Stands possessing an understory - Cariboo, Okanagan,
and Kettle Valley fir types.
(2) Stands devoid of an understory- Wet Belt and Stuart
Lake fir types.
( 3) Stands with a high endemic beetle population-Cariboo,
Okanagan, and Stuart Lake types.
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3.31

Stands Possessing an Understory (Cariboo, Okanagan,

and Stuart Lake Types)
The objective in dealing with Interior fir types with an understory of desirable species is REGENERATION.
In this type of stand, all the mature values should be removed,
with the exception of trees required as a seed-source. The understory is of prime importance and should be protected from unnecessary logging damage.
The type and distribution of the understory will determine the
type of seed-tree marking:(a) Light seed-tree marking:
Understory 80 to 100 per cent stocked.
Seed-trees to be reserved-one to four trees per acre.
(b) Medium seed-tree marking:
Understory 65 to 80 per cent stocked.
Seed-trees to be reserved-four to six trees per acre.
(c) Heavy seed-tree marking:
Understory patchy.
Seed-trees to be reserved-six or more trees per acre.
While the understory is present in these stands, seed-trees are
necessary to fill in fail-spots and provide an insurance against losses
froin ground fires and destructive logging practices.
The principles governing the selection of seed-trees have been
dealt with in a previous section (see Part I, section 6.2).
In general, these stands are relatively easy to handle, with the
main problems being (i) removal of negative values during logging,
and (ii) protection of the understory from unnecessary damage
during logging.
3.311

REMOVAL OF NEGATIVE VALUES DURING LOGGING

In describing these stands, mention has been made of the high
incidence of deformed and defective stems, many of which have
either crook, sweep, or fire injuries. Thus, they are not desirable
for the production of lumber, and they represent a negative value
both to the industry and to the forester.
Such trees are not only poor progenitors, but also constitute a
risk to the next crop. Being deformed, there is always the possibility that their undesirable characteristics may be transmitted to
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their progeny. In addition, these deformities and fire scars provide
a breeding-ground for fungi and insects which could eventually
attack the next crop.
It is therefore desirable that, wherever economically feasible,
these so-called negative values be removed during logging.

3.312

PROTECTION OF THE UNDERSTORY FROM UNNECESSARY
DAMAGE DURING LOGGING

In these types, the understory is the next crop, and it is therefore important. The removal of the overstory does not necessarily
mean the destruction of the understory if the logging is well planned
and carefully supervised. It does mean that a logging plan must be
a prerequisite.
On the operation, the roads should be laid out according to the
contour, and all operations should be directed to these roads.
Under no circumstances should " cats " be permitted to wander off
the skid-roads.

3.313

CLAUSES RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN TIMBER SALES IN
STANDS WITH AN UNDERSTORY (Cariboo, Okanagan, and
Kettle Valley Types)
Condition 3 (d): D-2 and D-14A.
Condition 3 ( j):
J-18 or J-24.

J-31.
Condition 3 ( l):
L-4.
L-12.
L-20.
3.32

Stands Devoid of an Understory

In these stands, the objective is to create conditions conducive
to NATURAL REGENERATION.
3.321

CARIBOO, OKANAGAN, AND KETTLE VALLEY FIR TYPES

Occasionally stands of this type occur in the Cariboo, Okanagan, and Kettle Valley. Since the objective is NATURAL REGENERATION, the retention of a residual stand over a long
cutting cycle is generally not desirable.
The recommended treatment is the SHELTERWOOD system,
where up to 65 per cent of the canopy may be removed to permit
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a certain amount of light to filter to the forest floor. Regeneration
is generally not a problem, although grasses may, on occasion,
preclude adequate restocking.
The recommended sequence of harvesting would be:(a) First Cut-Regeneration Felling.-Vp to 65 per cent of
the volume should be removed; the residual stand should
represent the best thrift elements in the stand because,
while they are being retained as a seed-source, there is a
possibility they may also accrue additional INCREMENT.
(b) Second Cut-Seed-tree Felling.-The second cut should
be made as soon as there is an adequate understory. This
is not likely to be until at least ten years after the initial cut.

3.322

WET BELT FIR TYPES

Usually these stands are even-aged and are composed of good,
clean, closely spaced stems. On certain sites it may be possible to
perpetuate a fir type, in which case the recommended treatment
would be a SHELTERWOOD system, as described in Part III,
section 3.321.
However, where there is reason to believe that the climax is a
cedar-hemlock type, the cutting should be made on a Stand Improvement basis with INCREMENT being the prescribed objective. Whereas the volume to be removed under a Shelterwood
system might run as high as 65 per cent of the total merchantable
volume, cutting on a Stand Improvement basis should seldom remove more than 40 per cent of the merchantable volume.
One of the main problems in attempting Stand Improvement
is the control of logging damage.

3.323

STUART LAKE FIR TYPES

These stands may or may not have an understory. If one is
present, it will probably consist of balsam admixed with spruce.
In the stands on the moister sites, treatment should aim at
building up the spruce component, while on the drier ridge-tops,
where there is a possibility of obtaining fir regeneration, the seedtree method should be employed. Hence, on the moist sites, stands
should be marked to remove all the veteran fir, while every effort
should be made to preserve the intermediate poles to provide a
basis for a second cut.
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3.324

CLAUSES RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN TIMBER SALES IN
STANDS DEVOID OF UNDERSTORY

Condition 3 ( d): AIL _____________ trees to be cut shall be designated by the licensor, and all trees so designated shall be cut. All
________________ trees not designated are reserved from cutting.
Cariboo, Okanagan, Kettle Valley, and Wet Belt (Fir Sites):
Up to 65 per cent of volume.
Wet Belt (Stand-improvement Cutting) and Stuart Lake (Moist
Sites): Up to 45 per cent of volume.
Stuart Lake (Dry Sites): See Part III, section 3.313.
Condition 3 ( j):
J-18 or J-24.
J-31.
Condition 3 ( l):
L-4.
L-12.
L-20.

3.33 Stands with High Endemic Beetle Populations
(Cariboo, Okanagan, Kettle Valley and Stuart Lake Fir Types)
Stands with high endemic beetle populations may or may not
have a_n understory. The decision to recognize the beetle population as the governing factor will depend on the extent of adjacent
mature stands and the risk of the spread of the infestation. If the
risk is low, then the stand should be treated according to its stocking and condition. However, where the risk is high, a beetlesanitation cut should be carried out in an attempt to remove all
susceptible or high-risk trees.
Once the infestation has been brought under control, the stand
should be treated with NATURAL REGENERATION as the
objective. Often the beetle-proofing of a stand resembles a regeneration felling, and natural regeneration fortuitously results.

3.331

CLAUSES RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN TIMBER SALES IN
STANDS WITH HIGH ENDEMIC BEETLE POPULATIONS

Condition 3 ( d): AIL ____________ trees to be cut shall be designated by the licensor, and all trees so designated shall be cut. All
_______________trees not designated are reserved from cutting.
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Condition 3 (j):
J-18 or J-24.
J-31.

And on occasion J-27.
Condition 3 (l):
L-4.
L-12.
L-20.
There should also be a clause requiring the removal of all cold
decks and felled and bucked material prior to flight time, which,
for administrative purposes, should be May.
In addition, consideration may be given to a trap-log programme.
For further information on Douglas fir bark-beetles see Part I,
section 4.13.
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4.0

LODGEPOLE PINE AND ASSOCIATED
SPECIES
4.1

4.11

SILVICS OF LODGEPOLE PINE

Stand Characteristics

Lodgepole pine is a fire tree and often occurs following a burn.
For this reason, it is generally even-aged. Its ecological significance lies in its ability to rehabilitate sites following a natural
disaster, and for this reason "it is often found as a sub-climax on
both spruce and fir sites.
As a species it has a wide geographic range, being present
throughout the entire Province. Lodgepole pine is a two-needled
species which rarely exceeds 16 inches in diameter and 100 feet in
height. It is a good self-pruning species, there being rarely more
than one-third of its height in crown. Indeed, it is often described
as " tassle-crowned."
In common with the majority of pine species, it is demanding
in its light requirements and is generally considered to be intolerant.
Lodgepole pine is often heavily infected by mistletoe, which
causes "witches' brooms" and other deformities. Another common pathological affliction .in lodgepole pine is "red rot." This is
a discoloration of the heart-wood and is caused by Fornes pini.
However, tests have indicated that, unless the rot has reached an
advanced stage, it does not exercise a marked influence on the
strength-properties of the wood.
Lodgepole pine is sometimes seriously attacked by the mountain pine beetle, but, on the whole, it is fairly free from insect
epidemics.
Lodgepole pine grows in both pure stands and in mixtures,
principally with spruce and fir. This presents a problem, especially
where those species have different rotation ages and are in the
" twilight " zone. Since lodgepole pine is a fire tree, it is often the
first species to recolonize the site. Following establishment, either
spruce or fir, depending on the site, may begin to seed in and may
often become established.

4.12

Seed Production

Lodgepole pine cones are serotinous; i.e., the cones require
heat to open and release the seed. Nevertheless, there is a small
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percentage of non-serotinous cones scattered throughout any lodgepole pine stand. These cones will disseminate their seed under
normal conditions.
4.13

Seed Dissemination

Little information is available on this subject, but it is thought
non-serotinous cones will rarely disseminate more than 5 chains
from the seed-source.

4.2

REGENERATION PROBLEMS

In pure, or nearly pure, pine stands, there is a lack of established advance growth. Insufficient light, especially direct overhead light, and lack of exposed mineral soil appear to be the factors
responsible. However, in stands where the canopy is sparse due
to heavy cutting or understocking, and where the shrub and herb
layer is not well established, regeneration is fairly widespread.
4.3

POLICY IN RESPECT OF MIXED THRIFTY MATURE
LODGEPOLE PINE-SPRUCE TYPES AND LODGEPOLE PINE-FIR TYPES.

1. Where the admixture of spruce forms more than 20 per cent
of the crop stand ( by volume), the age of the spruce will be the
governing factor in determining the condition of the stand. This
ruling applies to sawlog sales only. Sales for ties may be granted
subject to the following conditions, to which there are no exceptions : (a) There will be no addenda issued for additional products
or species.
(b) The area must be logged with either horses or, if mechanical equipment is used, no machine rated in excess of
40 horse-power.
2. Where the admixture of fir forms more than 35 per cent
of the crop stand ( by volume), the age of the fir will be the governing factor in determining the condition of the stand.
3. Where the admixture of spruce forms less than 20 per cent
of the crop stand ( by volume) or in the case of fir less than 35 per
cent, then the age of the lodgepole pine will be the governing factor
in determining the condition of the stand.
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4. Where the admixture of spruce or fir is not present in the
canopy but forms an understory in excess of 200 stems per acre,
the stand should be recommended for disallowance, with the following exception: If the understory is patchy or local in occurrence, then a sale may be granted subject to its recommendation
by the District Silviculturist following a field examination.
4.4

RECOMMENDED METHODS OF STAND
TREATMENT

Lodgepole pine should be managed as an even-aged stand and,
therefore, a form of clear cutting aimed at securing NATURAL
REGENERATION would appear to be the desired treatment.
This is predicated on the supposition that the site is best suited to
the growth of lodgepole pine or that the forest manager wishes to
produce lodgepole pine.
Silvicultural system: Clear cutting.
Cutting method:
( 1) Alternate-strip cutting.
(2) Group or patch logging.
Since both these methods are designed to achieve the same
objective-REGENERATION-the significant feature is the different conditions under which these methods are employed. The
main factor is topography.
Alternate-strip cutting is well suited to flat or rolling country,
whereas group selection or patch cutting are more flexible and
therefore better suited to heavily glaciated areas or side-slopes.
In both instances, it is desirable to lay out the unit so that approximately 50 per cent of the area is harvested and 50 per cent is
retained as a seed-source. It should be clearly appreciated that
the leave blocks should not be removed until the natural regeneration in the cut-over has reached the cone-bearing stage.
In laying out alternate strips for cutting, care should be taken
to ensure that the strips are placed at right angles to the prevailing
wind. Furthermore, it is important to round off the comers of
each strip. Sharp, well-defined comers should be avoided, since
they are especially vulnerable to wind-throw.
Generally, the cut strips should be 6 chains wide and the leave
strips 3 chains wide. Strips should not be more than 15 chains
in length and should be staggered ( as per diagram).
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Schematic Diagram of Alternate-strip Cutting Layout

Prevailing wind.

Average to be cut, 50 per cent.
Average to be left, 50 per cent.
Width of cut strips, 6 chains.
Width of leave strips, 3 chains.
Maximum length of strips, 15 chains.

In lodgepole pine, a relatively wide cut strip or patch is necessary to minimize the extent of the side shade cast by the leave strips
and to permit overhead lighting to reach a maximum without
seriously weakening the stand.
Slash-disposal in lodgepole pine types is a necessity, since
logging slash in these types is rated as from medium to high hazard.
Silviculturally, the ideal would be a light broadcast burn, as this
would appear to favour regeneration. However, in practice, such
conditions are hard to reproduce and difficult to control.
4.41

Clauses Recommended for Use in Timber Sale
Contracts in Lodgepole Pine Types

Condition 3 (d): D-2 with D-lSA.
Condition 3 (j):
J-18 or J-23.
J-20.
J-24.
J-31.
Condition 3 (l): L-12.
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5.0

YELLOW PINE AND ASSOCIATED
SPECIES
5.1

5.11

SILVICS OF YELLOW PINE

Stand Characteristics

Yellow pine is a well-formed three-needled species with diameters up to 40 inches and heights up to 140 feet. It occurs in the
southern part of the Province, generally between the 1,500- and
2,500-foot contours, attaining the best growth on light, deep, moist
but well-drained soils.
Yellow pine in British Columbia is at the northern extremity
of its range. Thus, in many instances, it is in direct competition
with other species, especially fir, which is constantly invading the
marginal yellow pine sites.
As a species, yellow pine is intolerant. Nevertheless, seedlings
can thrive in either full sun or partial shade. Yellow pine is often
associated with grazing under cover, which can be harmful to
seedlings during the initial three to four years following establishment. Once the seedling passes through the initial period, the only
danger from grazing is the possibility of complete defoliation.
Also, porcupines may often cause serious damage over local areas.
Forest fires do not injure yellow pine as badly as most species
due to its protective bark. It is, however, extremely susceptible
to bark-beetle attack, which may reach epidemic proportions in
localized areas.
5.12

Seed Production

Yellow pine, after reaching middle age, produces seed fairly
abundantly. Trees under 50 years old or 10 inches in diameter
rarely have any cones, and large crops are not borne except by
very much older and larger trees. Every three years, and sometimes more often, good seed years occur, in which most of the adult
trees in the stand bear seed. In the intervening years, there is
usually some seed.
The seed germinates fairly freely, often not until the spring
following its dissemination. The viability is extremely variable,
ranging from 50 to 85 per cent.
6
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5.13

Seed Dissemination

The seed is disseminated either by wind or by rodents that
carry the cones or seeds and store them. Undoubtedly a considerable proportion of the seed-crop is eaten by animals, since the seed
is large and attractive.
Although the maximum and minimum distances of travel for
wind-borne seed are not known, the distances involved are not
likely to be great because of the size of the seed.
5.2

REGENERATION PROBLEMS

Although seedlings start with considerable vigour following each
good seed year, their mortality during the first year is extremely
high. Probably only one seed in ten escapes birds and rodents,
and of those that do germinate, probably as many are killed by late
frosts immediately after germinating or by frost-heaving the first
winter or by drought the first summer.
The 1-year-old seedlings seem to do best beneath partial shade,
probably because of the protection which they are afforded against
drying sun and winds, and perhaps against frost. Older seedlings
do not do well in dry places directly beneath older trees. Because
of the absorption of all the available soil moisture by the roots of
the latter, the seedlings that ultimately succeed are those in the gaps
between the clumps of old trees.
For these reasons and due to other causes which are not thoroughly understood, yellow pine reproduction is extremely patchy
in the virgin forest. In one spot there will be a thicket of young
trees and near by, under seemingly similar conditions, there will be
little or no reproduction.
5.3

RECOMMENDED METHODS OF STAND
TREATMENT

The main body of the yellow pine type lies south of the International Border, where two cutting methods have been devisedimprovement-selection cutting and maturity-selection cutting.
5.31

Improvement-selection Cutting

Improvement-selection cutting was developed in Arizona by
the late G. A. Pearson. The system is aimed at building up the
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growing stock through a series of improvement cuts. In these cuts,
only the poorest stems are removed, even though the harvest of
individual stems may not be a profitable venture.
5.32

Maturity-selection Cutting

Maturity-selection cutting is developed from F. P. Keen's tree
classification. Keen's classification is based on age and vigour and
is designed to remove beetle-susceptible trees. However, while the
objective is to "bug-proof" the stands, only those trees which are
profitable to cut are actually removed.
These systems undoubtedly produce satisfactory results under
the conditions for which they were designed, and there is no reason
to doubt that they can, in a modified form, be used in British
Columbia. In British Columbia the problems are somewhat different. Yellow pine frequently occurs in mixed stands, and we do
not have extensive pineries which appear to be common in the
Western United States. While bark-beetles pose an ever-present
threat to B.C. yellow pine types, infestations seldom erupt beyond
the high endemic level. On the other hand, we are faced with
a colonization as well as a regeneration problem.
5.33

Seed-tree Method

In the majority of stands in British Columbia, the primary
objective should be REGENERATION. One possible method of
achieving this would be the SEED-TREE METHOD. Under this
system the stand would be cut to a low diameter, probably 13
inches d.s.h., with the reservation of seed-trees. It is considered
that between four and eight seed-trees per acre would need to be
reserved to provide an adequate seed-source and sufficient partial
shade to favour the development of yellow pine seedlings.
Under this system the majority of "black-jacks" would be
reserved, which would provide further shade and would accrue
valuable increment. The trees selected as a seed-source should be
mature well-crowned dominants. Slash-disposal in yellow pine is
generally considered mandatory. There are several facets in
addition to hazard which make this necessary, e.g., grazing. Lopping is generally considered satisfactory, although there may be
occasions when piling and burning should be recommended, especially where an increase in beetle population is feared.
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5.331

CLAUSES RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN TIMBER SALES WITH
THE SEED-TREE METHOD IN YELLOW PINE TYPES

Condition 3 (d): D-2 and D-14A.
Condition 3 (j):
J-18 or J-24.
J-31.
Condition 3 ( l):
L-4.
L-12.
L-20.

5.34

Shelterwood System

There are a number of yellow pine stands in which there is
a wide range of both ages and sizes. Often such stands are mixed,
although they may be pure yellow pine with a high proportion of
"black-jacks" of all ages and sizes.
In this type of stand the objectives should be:Primary-Increment.
Secondary-Regeneration.
The cut should remove up to 60 per cent of the merchantable
volume, removing as many poor-form and low-vigour trees as
practicable. · In implementing this system, the area should be
marked to retain all stems of good form and vigour capable of
releasing and accruing additional increment. In designating the
stems to be left, there is not the need for uniform spacing which is
often considered such a necessity in the other species. Wind-throw
in yellow pine is not the problem it is in spruce stands; indeed, the
final result should tend toward a form of group selection.

5.341

CLAUSES RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN TIMBER SALES WITH
THE SHELTERWOOD SYSTEM IN YELLOW PINE TYPES
Condition 3 ( d): All ____________________________ trees to be cut shall be
designated by the licensor, and all trees so designated shall be cut.
AIL_________________________ trees not designated are reserved from cutting.
Condition 3 ( j):
J-18 or J-24.
J-31.
Condition 3 ( l):
L-4.
L-12.
L-20.
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6.0

WHITE PINE AND ASSOCIATED
SPECIES

6.1 . SILVICS OF WHITE PINE
6.11 Stand Characteristics
White pine is generally associated with western larch, Douglas
fir, western red cedar, and western hemlock. Engelmann spruce,
balsam, lodgepole pine, and ponderosa pine may be present in
minor quantities. These species differ considerably in their requirements, and this fact, together with the mountainous character of the
Wet Belt, gives these stands great silvical diversity.
Fire, fungi, and insects are the principal causes of injury in
white pine. Fire causes serious losses and also contributes greatly
to the incidence and spread of fungi and insects. Fire is, however,
largely responsible for the perpetuation of white pine under natural
conditions. Disease is also responsible for some of the more
difficult management problems. Blister-rust threatens the very
existence of white pine, while pole blight also reaps a grim harvest.
Generally, bark-beetles attack during or after an attack by blisterrust or pole blight. However, bark-beetles have been known to
devastate perfectly healthy stands.
White pine is a five-needled pine of good form, which reaches
heights of up to 140 feet and diameters of up to 40 inches. While
white pine is generally considered to be intolerant, it should be
noted that seedling establishment on severe to moderately severe
sites is best under partial shade. On more sheltered sites, such
as north slopes, light shade or clear-cut conditions are best.
6.12 Seed Production
White pine produces comparatively few cones. A crop of
forty cones per tree is considered to be good. A light seed-crop is
produced every year with good crops at four- to five-year intervals.
Most white pine seed is borne on vigorous dominant or codominant trees. Trees become fairly frequent and abundant seedproducers at about 70 years.
6.13 Seed Dissemination
White pine rarely disseminates seed in sufficient quantity to
produce adequate reproduction beyond 5 chains from the present
tree. In fact, not more than one out of four cut-over areas satisfactorily restock without a continuing seed-source of either scattered seed-trees or adjacent uncut timber.
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6.2

REGENERATION PROBLEMS

Nearly 50 per cent of seedlings die in the first season. Losses
drop off rapidly after the first year, and seedlings 2 years old are
fairly well established. Studies of mortality during the critical
first year indicate that early-season losses are due principally to
biotic agents. Of these, damping-off fungi are the most important.
6.3
6.31

DISEASE PROBLEMS

Policy in respect to Infected Immature White Pine

White pine normally matures around 140 years. As it passes
through the pole stage, it is often heavily attacked by pole blight
or blister-rust.
Up to now, it has been the policy to cut all white pine, regardless of age, if the stand showed signs of being infected by pole
blight or blister-rust. The policy to cut infected white pine was
based on the premise that once a stand became infected with either
disease, the infection would slowly spread through the stand.
Thus, it appears the only possible course would be to salvage the
remaining timber values.
During the past few years a considerable amount of research
has been carried out in white pine, with a result that it is now felt
that the present policy should be modified.
The weight of evidence would now appear to indicate that
while blister-rust is caused by a rust, pole blight is now thought
to be physiological phenomena. This would indicate that pole
blight is not transmitted between individual trees. The feeling is
that pole blight is the result of an inter-play of climatic factors
which result in the death of individual trees. We can also deduce
that if pole blight is physiological and is caused by climatic disturbances, then it may be cyclic in occurrence.
Blister-rust, on the other hand, is caused by the rust Cronartium Ribicola, which alternates between members of the Ribes
family and the white pine. Infection usually occurs through the
needles. Between the fourth and seventh year after infection,
"flagging" occurs. Flags are the twigs and branches which are
killed as a result of the rust. They are so called because of the
conspicuous red-brown of the dead foliage of the affected parts.
The disease eventually travels down to the main stem, where a
major canker occurs which finally girdles the tree, killing the entire
crown above the canker. Once infected, the tree generally dies.
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This may take up to twenty years, and in the meantime the tree
will continue to put on diameter growth. It is, however, unable
to put on further height growth. Cankers are generally located
in the upper and lower crown. Cankers in the lower crown can
be extremely serious in that they tend to expedite the tree's death
due to the tendency of the crown to break off.
In future, sales will only be made in immature white pine where
more than 25 per cent of the stems 12 inches and over are either
in the " suspect " or " recent dead " classes. Recent dead are
defined as trees still having their needles.
In view of the new evidence on pole blight, consideration
should be given to selectively logging only the diseased trees.
Blister-rust should not be logged selectively.
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7.0

LARCH AND ASSOCIATED SPECIES
7.1

7.11

SILVICS OF LARCH

Stand Characteristics

Larch, as a commercial species, is confined to the south-eastern
corner of the Province. Western larch is long-lived, very intolerant of shade, and resistant to fire.
Larch occurs in both pure and mixed stands and is to be found
in both the Dry and Wet Belts of the Southern Interior. In the
East and West Kootenays, larch is the fastest-growing tree in its
juvenile stages but, after fifty years, growth slows down considerably. When trees reach maturity, between 160 and 180 years,
growth again appears to tail off.
In general, larch thrives best on the cooler aspects-northerly
slopes and benches. Its best growth is attained on relatively deep
and fertile soils.
Larch is one of the first tree species to seed in after severe
forest fires . In fact, it is clearly a fire species that ordinarily can
exist in competition with more tolerant trees for only one forestcover cycle. Periodic removal of tree-cover, as by forest fires,
is required to p ermit establishment of new generations.
Larch is attacked by needle diseases, defoliating insects, dwarf
mistletoe, wood-rotting organisms, and a number of other parasitic
agencies. On the other hand, it is relatively wind-firm.
In mixed stands it is generally associated with Douglas fir,
which, when associated with larch and by comparison, is relatively
short-lived, more tolerant to shade, and less fire-resistant. Douglas fir may seed in at the same time as larch, or invade young larch
stands more slowly following forest fires. Its early growth is slower.
Larch maintains the superior position in height throughout the life
of a stand. When mixed stands of larch and Douglas fir are
thinned by fire, by reduction in number of stems from natural
causes, or by logging, Douglas fir reseeds more readily. Douglas
fir frequently forms dense thickets of advance growth, even under
rather heavy stands of larch.
In the Wet Belt, larch is a component of the mixed Wet Belt
types (fir, white pine, hemlock, cedar, spruce, lodgepole pine,
yellow pine, balsam) in varying amounts and combinations. On
these sites, larch has a short pathological rotation. Increment
reaches a maximum at an early age and tapers off sharply after 70.
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7.12 Seed Production
Seed-crops occur at irregular intervals. Seedlings become
established successfully on a variety of surface materials, particularly bare mineral soil and ashes. Some shade to protect tender
seedlings from excessive solar heat and drought probably is beneficial, but when well established, the young trees grow best in full
sunlight.
7.2 RECOMMENDED METHODS OF STAND
TREATMENT
7.21 Dry Belt Types
In mature stands, clear-cut, leaving seed-trees at the rate of
two per acre, preferably between 12 and 16 inches d.b.h. Defective
and undesirable residual trees should be cut or destroyed. On
severe sites reserve five seed-trees per acre, and on moist sites leave
approximately five groups of eight to fifteen trees per 10 acres.
7.211 CLAUSES RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN TIMBER
SALES IN DRY BELT TYPES
Condition 3 (d): D-2 with D-14A.
Condition 3 (j): J-18.
Condition 3 ([):
L-4.
L-12.
L-20.
7 .22 Wet Belt Types
Stands where larch poses a problem are likely to be immature
or thrifty mature. In dealing with these stands, Waldie & Stewart
have formulated an excellent set of marking rules which should be
consulted. In treating these stands, not more than 35 per cent by
volume should be removed.
7 .221 CLAUSES RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN TIMBER
SALES IN WET BELT TYPES
Condition 3 ( d): AlL ________________________trees to be cut shall be
designated by the licensor, and all trees. so designated shall be cut.
All _______________________trees not designated are reserved from cutting.
Condition 3 (j): J-18.
Condition 3 ([):
L-4.
L-12.
L-20.
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FOREST STAND TYPES IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA
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The types shown on this mop ore bosed on the
occurrence of the principal merchontoble species.
Most species occur in oltitudinol zones within regions
of similor climote, ond therefore the distribution
of forest types connot be strictly circumscribed by
generalized boundories on a smoll mop. All the
types include lorge areos of alpine barrens, ond the
dry Interior types include gross-lond volleys surrounding Okonogon Loke, the Nicolo River, and
the Fraser and Thompson Rivers from Will iams
Lake to north of Komloops. Between these extremes
lies the forest, ot lower levels in the north thon in
the south; on the Interior Plateau, ot latitude -49 °
to 51 °, spruce is ot higher altitude thon the Douglas
fir, and Ponderoso pine is obove the gross-land type ,
but at latitude 55° N. spruce forms the lowest altitudinol zone. Similarly, in the Coost forest, Douglas fir, which is the moin species at seo-level and up
to 2,500 feet at latitude -49 °, disappears at sea-level
north of latitude 52° N.
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FIR on this mop is Douglas fir, Pseudotsugo toxifolio .

.

-

BALSAM represents three species of the true firs belonging to
the genus Abies. On Vancouver Island and adjacent coastal
volleys and the lowlands of Kootenay and Arrow Lakes it
is Grand fir , A. grondis. In the coastal volleys and lower
slopes. A. omobilis is found throughout, with A. losiocorpo
occurring near timber-line. Throughout the Interior volleys
and slopes, A. losiocorpo is very common .

SPRUCE indicates three species. On the Queen Charlotte Islands
and along the northern coastal inlets, Sitka spruce, Piceo
si tchensis, is abundant . In the Interior there is gradation
inonortherly direction, from Engelmann spruce, Piceo
Engelmonni , to white spruce , Pi ceo glouco. White s ~

occupies the volleys and Engelmann spruce the slopes above
4,000 feet in the southern Wet Belt. North of the lotitude
of Prince George (loti tude 54 ° N.) the spruce component
is olmost entirely white spruce.
Forest Type Boundaries
Divide between Coost ond Interior Forest Types

,,..

,,,.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Terminology always presents a problem, especially in a subject
such as forestry, which has global connotations. In compiling this
glossary of terms, an attempt has been made to confine them to
those in common usage. As reference material, both the Forest
Terminology of the Society of American Foresters and the British
Commonwealth Forest Terminology, published by the Empire
Forestry Association, have been consulted.
Advance growth: Young trees which have established themselves
in the forest or under the forest crop.
Age, crop, or stand: The average age of the dominant and codominant trees in a crop or stand.
Black-jack: A term used to describe young thrifty yellow pine.
Burning controlled: Any deliberate use of fire whereby burning is
restricted to a predetermined area and intensity.
Canopy closed: A canopy in which the individual tree crowns are
in general contact with one another.
Class, crown: A designation of trees in a forest with crowns of
similar development and occupying similar positions in the
crown cover.

Differentiation into crown-classes is intended

for application in even-aged stands and within the small evenaged groups in which the trees in an uneven-aged stand are
often arranged. The following four crown-classes are commonly recognized:
Dominant: Trees with crowns extending above the general level of the crown cover and receiving full light from
above and partly from the side; larger than the average trees
in the stand, and with crowns well developed but possibly
somewhat crowded on the sides.
Co-dominant: Trees with crowns forming the general
level of the crown cover and receiving full light from above,
but comparatively little from the sides; usually with mediumsized crowns more or less crowded on the sides.
Intermediate: Trees shorter than those in the two preceding classes, but with crowns extending into the crown cover
formed by co-dominant and dominant trees; receiving a little
direct light from above, but none from the sides; usually with
small crowns considerably crowded on the sides.
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Suppressed: Trees with crowns entirely below the general
level of the crown cover receiving no direct light either from
above or from the sides.
Condition: The term applied to the health of stand relative to its
age.
Cross-pollination: Pollination of the parent tree by other trees.
Density, crown: The compactness of the crown cover of the forest
dependent upon (1) the distance apart, and (2) the compactness of the individual crowns.
Endemic: The normal population level of a potentially dangerous
species of insect.
Epidemic: A marked and generally rapid increase in the population
of a pest or agent of disease.
Even-aged: Applied to a stand in which relatively small age differences exist between individual trees. The maximum difference in age permitted in an even-aged stand is usually 10 to
20 years.
Forest normal: A standard with which to compare an actual forest
so as to bring out its deficiencies for sustained-yield management; a forest which, for a given site and given objects of
management, is ideally constituted as regards growing stock,
age, class distribution, and increment, and from which the
annual or periodic removal of produce equal to the increment
can be continued indefinitely without endangering future
yields.
Forest selection: ( 1) A forest through all parts of which many or,
theoretically, all age-classes are represented; (2) a forest
handled under the selection system of management.
Forest, virgin: A mature or overmature forest essentially uninfluenced by human activity.
Increment: The increase in girth, diameter, basal area, height,
volume quality, or value of individual trees or crops during
a given period.
Maturity: The age at which a stand will no longer increase in value
fast enough to earn a predetermined rate of interest.
Podzol: A mature soil found in cool humid climates, in which
leaching has translocated the iron and aluminium sesquioxides
from the A to the B layer.
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Regeneration: The renewal of a forest crop by sowing, planting,
or other artificial methods.
Release: The freeing of trees and other vegetation from growth
over-topping or immediately surrounding them.
Rotation: The planned number of years between the formation or
regeneration of a crop and its final felling.
Sapling: A sapling is a tree of 0.5 inch to 3.5 inches d.b.h.
Scarify: To break up a forest floor and (or) topsoil preparatory
to natural regeneration or direct seeding.
Seedling: A tree less than 0.5 inch d.b.h.
Serotinous: Cones remaining unopened for one or more years.
Self-pollination: Pollination of the cones with pollen from the same
parent tree.
Silvics: The study of the life-history and general characteristics of
forest trees and crops, with particular reference to environmental factors, as the basis for the practice of silviculture.
Silviculture: The art of producing and tending a forest; the application of the knowledge of silvics in the treatment of a forest.
Stand residual: The stand remaining after the completion of cutting.
Tolerance: The capacity of a tree to develop and grow in the shade
of, and in competition with, other trees.
Uneven-aged: Ranging considerably in age, usually by more than
20 years.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

On the Coast, the silvicultural systems presently in use are
designed to secure REGENERA TION-i.e., TREES ON THE
GROUND-by either NATURAL or ARTIFICIAL methods.
The most commonly practised cutting methods can either be classified under "Clear Cutting" or the "Seed-tree Method."
In the main, patch logging and the reservation of seed-trees
are practised chiefly in stands where Douglas fir is the major
species; however, this usage will possibly be extended to the Sitka
spruce types. The large seed of the Douglas fir and the irregular
periodicity of seed-crops present regeneration problems which do
not affect the other common species such as western hemlock and
western red cedar. Not only is the Douglas fir seed subject to
attack by rodents, but also its dispersal is more restricted because
of its size. Thus, in order to secure normal restocking, it is necessary to maintain shorter distances from seed-source to seed-bed.
Progressive clear cutting, however, is still the rule in stands
where hemlock, cedar, and Sitka spruce predominate.
In dealing with Coastal stands, it is well to remember that the
silvical characteristics and economics of logging are such that either
clear cutting or the seed-tree method is mandatory. However,
clear cutting implies REGENERATION, either natural or artificial. It is therefore essential that provisions are made to ensure
an adequate seed-source if natural regeneration is to be secured.
Furthermore, natural regeneration is only acceptable when it
can be obtained quickly and adequately. Thus, on the better sites,
where there is a danger of alder or salmonberry taking over the
area following completion of logging, it is advisable to plant the
area immediately following the completion of logging. Where immediate planting is necessary to prevent the site being invaded by
alder and salmonberry, positive recommendations should be made
in section 15 of the Cruise Report in order to ensure the necessary ~
action being taken.
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2~0

SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS
PRESENTLY .N USE

2,1 CLEAR-CUTTING SYSTEM

2.11 Progressive Clear Cutting with or without Planting

As the term implies, progressive clear cutting denotes the continuous cutting of a mature stand without making any provision
for seed-sources or fire-breaks. Broadcast burning is generally
necessary to abate the slash hazard. This system is akin to diameterIiplit cutting in the Interior and is a vestige of the old " cut and get
ou.t" days. "Scrub," at high elevations, can never be accepted as
a satisfactory seed-source. Nature often fortuituously remedies
our errors; however, we should not delude ourselves into thinking
that progressive clear cutting over large areas is desirable, or that
poorly located, isolated patches of "scrub " are a satisfactory seedsource. Wherever possible, an alternative system must be used.
Progressive clear cutting is a last resort and should be limited to
a maximum of 160 acres.
2.111 RECOMMENDED TIMBER SALE CLAUSES
Condition 3 ( c) : C-1.
Condition 3 (d): D-2.
Condition 3(j): J-1 or J-2 or J-3.
Where progressive clear cutting is being conducted adjacent to
immature stands, the following clauses should be used:Condition 3 (l):
High-lead-L-lOA, L-20, L-21, or L-22.
Cat-logging-L-20, L-4, L-5, L-6, L-lOA.
Cutting boundaries should be designated wherever possible to
protect advanced immature, in which case application of clause
L-22A, or a modification thereof, is necessary.

2.2 PATCH LOGGING
The merchantable area is divided into patches, 40 to 160 acres
in size, depending on topography, species, number of margins of
uncut timber, and the shape of the patch. It is considered desirable
that no part of the cut-over area should be more than 20 chains
from marginal timber. The marginal stand is generally left until
the logged area has restocked, or until the danger from fire has
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abated. Fire-hazard is considerably reduced by breaking up the
cut-over areas and, in cases where slash-burning is· considered
desirable, by burning each small area as it is logged.
The advantages of this method are:(a) Adequate seed-source of the desired species to aid restocking in the shortest possible time; this is only true where
the seed-source is retained following the completion of
logging operations.
( b) Reduces to a minimum erosion and fire-caused damage
to soil quality.
( c) Marginal stand forms a fire-break.
Disadvantages are:( a) Advance development of logging-roads required; this
means a sufficient volume of mature timber to justify
road development.
( b) Greater length of timber margin exposed in comparison
with progressive clear cutting; this increases the risk of
losses from windfall, sun-scald, and slash-burning. Location of margins in sheltered areas tends to reduce loss
from windfall and sun-scald.

2.21 Recommended Timber Sale Clauses
Condition 3 (c): C-1.
Condition 3 (d): D-2.
Condition 3 (j): J-1 , J-2, J-3.
Condition 3 (l): L-11, L-20, L-21.
Where patch logging i.s being conducted adjacent to immature
stands, the following clauses should be used:Condition 3 (/): High-lead-L-lOA, L-20, L-21, L-22.
2.3 SEED-TREE METHOD
2.31 Seed Blocks
Blocks of timber strategically located along ridges, creeks, and
main roads are left to act as seed-sources. Topography, prevailing
wind, cover type, and logging methods are the main limiting factors
in the selection of the most favourable location of seed blocks.
Once established, they should remain for a period which will
depend on the occurrence of a good seed year for each major
species present in the block. This is also true of patch logging.
Blocks should be large enough so as to satisfactorily resist heavy
losses by windthrow and, at the same time, provide economical
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removal once restocking is complete. A minimum of 10 acres per
160 acres is considered essential if these criteria are to be satisfied.
Advantages of this method are: Seed blocks can be strategically
located to increase the effectiveness of natural fire-breaks. ·
Disadvantages are:( a) Seed blocks are often subject to heavy windfall once the
surrounding timber has been removed, as the rate of windfall is greatest during the years immediately after logging.
(b) Unless blocks are large enough and centrally located,
restocking of areas remote from seed-source may not be
satisfactory.
( c) Seed blocks require protection against slash or accidental
fires.

2.311 RECOMMENDED TIMBER SALE CLAUSES
Condition 3 ( c) : C-1.
Condition 3 (d): D-2 with D-14A.
Condition 3 (j): J-1, J-2, J-3.
Condition 3 ( 1): L-10, L-lOA, L-12.
2.32 Scattered Seed-trees
Where areas are designated for tractor-logging, which is to
protect advanced immature growth or patches of younger ageclasses, the marking of scattered seed-trees provides a very effective way of securing restocking. Generally, this means that two
to six full-crowned, wind-firm trees per acre, or their equivalent in
groups, must be left. However, there is evidence to show that if
the trees are not carefully selected there may be heavy losses
sustained due to wind.
Seed-trees should be carefully chosen for vigour, form, and
seed-bearing characteristics. Windfall will be considerably reduced
if full-crowned trees, which have been previously exposed to the
storm winds, are selected.
Advantages of this method are:( a) Better control of the species forming the reproduction is
provided than is possible by marginal timber or seed
blocks.
(b) More uniform restocking is secured than by clear cutting.
Disadvantages are:( a) It is necessary to take care to avoid damage to the seedtrees.
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(b) Precautions must be taken to fall timber away from seed-

trees and to clean up around them prior to slash-burning
so the trees will not be damaged.
( c) Due allowance must be made for loss of seed-trees through
logging, fire, exposure, and windfall.

2.321 RECOMMENDED TIMBER SALE CLAUSES
See

under " Seed-tree Method."

3.0

OUTLINE OF REPRODUCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF PRINCIPAL
SPECIES ON THE COAST
Seed

Periodicity of
Good
Seed-crops

Species

Weight
-- -- - -·-

Douglas fir.

Irregular; 3-8
years.

I
Western
hemlock.

Western red
cedar.
Amabilis fir.

Western white
pine.
Sitka spruce.

-I

--

Heavy, subject
to rodent
attack.

I
I

Restricted.

Frequent; every
1-2 years.

I
IVery light.

I

Frequent; every
1-2 years.

l

I

Frequent; every
2,..3 years.

I

Rare; fair crops
2-3 years.

I

I
I
I

I

Frequent; every
2-3 years.

Very light.

Very heavy.

Very heavy.

Very light.

Dispersal

Widespread.

Widespread.

I
I

Very restricted.

Restricted.

l

Widespread.

I

Resistance to
Drought

Resistance to
Heat

Resistant; germinant develops
long tap root.

Vulnerable, especially on south
aspects.

Preferred
Seed-bed

Mm~ru~,.

I

Moist humus or
rotten wood.

I

Moist humus and
mineral soil.

j

I
I

I

Mo,., O,m,s.

l
l

Mineral soil.

Mineral.

Non-resistant.

I

Vulnerable, especially on south
aspects.

I

Fairly resistant.

I

Poor.

l
l

Resistant.

Resistant.

Vulnerable, especially on south
aspects.

I

Tolerance to
Shade

IIntolerant.

-

I

Very tolerant.

jVery tolerant.

I

v.,,.,m"'·

l
l

Intermediate.

Intermediate.

I
~

~
~~
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4.0

SALVAGE LOGGING

On the Coast, there are two types of salvage cutting. Though
they cannot be classified under any silvicultural system, they are~
however, worthy of mention because of their widespread application.

4.1 PRE-LOGGING
When markets are favourable, the removal of the understory
from an old-growth stand, prior to logging, either for cedar poles
or pulpwood, is good forest practice. Not only is the smaller
material saved, but breakage in the overstory may also be appreciably lessened. Seed-bed conditions are generally improved and the
hazard considerably reduced.
4.11 Recommended .Timber Sale Clauses
Condition 3 (c): C-2, C-4.
Condition 3 (d): D-6A, D-8.
Condition 3 (j): J-3.
4.2 CEDAR-SHAKE AND SHINGLE-BOLT CUTTING
The removal of dead and down cedar ( chiefly as shakes and
blanks) from recently logged areas and.selected stands of immature
is presently confined to the Lower Coast, but, as the source of raw
material diminishes, there should be a gradual spread to the north.
As a means of increasing the utilization of wood, cedar-shake
and shingle-bolt cutting should receive every possible encouragement in the period immediately following logging since, once the
reproduction gets well established, it may often be necessary to
disallow such applications.
A guide for dealing with this problem would be: Applications
for cedar-shake and shingle-bolt cutting, on good sites, should be
disallowed where the cover-crop is less than 30 years old.
Since it is considered that probable damage resulting from
these operations far outweighs any gain that may be received in the
form of stumpage, applications on medium and poor sites should
not be accepted under 40 to 50 years.
Disallowance is often indicated when the majority of the salvage
is in the form of snags as there is a compound risk of damage from
the felling as well as from hauling.
Where immature values are concerned, contract conditions
should always specify hauling by either HORSE or SMALL
TRACTOR no larger than a D-4 or equivalent.
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4,3 POLE-CUTTING
Sales of cedar poles may often be desirable in even-aged immature stands between 80 and 100 years. However, it is considered that such sales should only be made on a marked basis.
Poles generally occur in groups, and their removal on a diameterlimit basis may render the stand susceptible to wind damage.
In general, only the dominants and co-dominants should be
removed. This should be done in such a manner that an even
canopy is maintained. Where there is a heavy stocking of cedar
in the intermediate- and suppressed-crown classes, residual trees
release quickly and fill in any gaps left by cutting.
When smaller-diameter trees are not present in association
with pole-sized trees and natural thinning is well advanced, disallowance is recommended, since the removal of a majority of the
cedar as poles would mean a considerable reduction in the volume
of the final crop and would also disturb the natural balance of the
species composition at maturity.

4.31 Recommended Timber Sale Clauses
Condition 3 (c): C-2.
Condition 3 (d): D-5, D-6, D-6A.
Condition 3 (j): J-6.
Condition 3 (/): L-7, L-8, L-20.
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TIMBER SALE CLAUSES COMMONLY USED TO
IMPLEMENT DIFFERENT TYPES OF STAND
TREATMENT
Contract Condition 3 ( c)-Merchantability Clauses

C-1

C-2

C-3

C-4

Lumber, Shingles, Pulp, Sawn Ties
"Any living, dead, or down ________________ (species) tree
which, in the judgment of the Forest Officer, contains a
net total scale of fifty (50) per cent or more of the total
volume of the tree suitable for the manufacture of any
grade of lumber__ __________________(name of other product, if
any) ." If all species are required to be cut, none need
be mentioned. Substitute or add the words "pulp,"
"shingles," as required.
Poles and Piling
"Any living, dead, or down _______________ (species) tree
from which, in the judgment of the Forest Officer, a pole
or piling 6-inch top, 30 feet or over in length, or larger
can be made." Use clause D-5 or D-6 in conjunction
therewith.
Hewn Ties
"Any living, dead, or down ________________ (species) tree
from which, in the judgment of the Forest Officer, two or
more hewn ties can be made." Use clause D-7 in conjunction therewith.
Cordwood, Split Posts, Round Posts, Pulpwood,
Mine-props, Mine-timber, Mine-ties, Minesprags, Car-stakes
"Any living, dead, or down _________________ (species) tree
which, in the judgment of the Forest Officer, contains
material suitable for the manufacture _____________________________ _
(product( s))."

STAND TREATMENT

C-6

Dead and Defective Trees Only
"Any dead, down, or defective tree which, in the
judgment of the Forest Officer, contains material suitable
for ________________ (product ( s) ) ."
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Contract Condition 3 (d)-Designation
Required to Be Cut

of Trees

The clause shall include all and only those trees
which are required to be cut and which, if left, will be
dealt with under clause 3 (i).
Lumber, Shingles, Pulp, Sawn Ties
Cutting All Species, No Diameter Limit

D-1

"All trees merchantable as defined in clause (c)
above."

D-2

"All trees ______________ _inches in diameter or over at a
point _________________ (stump height) inches from the ground,
merchantable as defined in clause ( c) above."
NoTE.-The above clause designates trees that must
be cut, but smaller trees below the minimum diameter are
not reserved. Where it is desirable to do so, the following
rider clause must be added for their protection:"All other trees are reserved from cutting unless
designated in writing by the Forest Officer in charge."

Cutting All Species to a Minimum Diameter Limit

D-2A

Selection Cutting of One or More Species, No Diameter
Limit, Leaving One or More Specie s

D-3

"AIL_______________(species) trees merchantable as defined in clause ( c) above. All other trees are reserved
from cutting unless designated in writing by the Forest
Officer in charge."
Selectio n Cutting of One or Mor e Named Species, with Minimum Diameter Limit, Leaving One or More Species and
Trees of Named Species below Minimum Diameter.

D-4

"AIL_~---------------<species) trees ___________________inches in
diameter and over at a point__ ________________ ( stump height)
inches from the ground, merchantable as defined in clause
(c) above. All other trees are reserved from cutting unless designated in writing by the Forest Officer in charge."
Selection Cutting for Poles and Piling
(a) For use in stands of large, mature to overmature,
defective trees where it is desirable to limit the maximum tree size to avoid waste in long-butting. This
is done by stipulating a maximum diameter.
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D-5

D-6

D-6A

"AIL____________ (species) trees ________________inches in
diameter or under at a point__ __________ (stump height)
inches from the gro.und, merchantable as defined in
clause (c) above. All other_____________ (species) trees
are reserved from cutting unless designated in writing by the Forest Officer in charge."
(b) For use in immature or pole-sized stands, where it
is desirable to limit the minimum diameter in order
to avoid the cutting of_ ______________ (species) trees before they have reached their economic maturity.
"AIL_____________ (species) trees ________________ inches in
diameter or over at a point__ _____________( stump height)
inches from the ground, merchantable as defined in
clause (c) above. All other__ ____________ (species) trees
are reserved from cutting unless designated in writing by the Forest Officer in charge."
( c) For use in unevenaged stands when it is desirable to
limit both the minimum and maximum diameters.
"All _________________ (species) trees from ___________________
inches to ________________inches, inclusive, in diameter at
a point___ _______________ ( stump height) inches from the
ground, merchantable as defined in clause (c) above.
All other trees are reserved from cutting unless designated in writing by the Forest Officer in charge."
Selection Cutting for Hewn Ties, Mine-props, Mine•
timber

D-7

"All __________________ (species) trees from ____________ inches
to_______________ _inches, inclusive, in diameter outside bark at
a point _______________ ( stump height) inches from the ground,
merchantable as defined in clause ( c) above. All other
trees are reserved from cutting unless designated in writing by the Forest Officer in charge."
Cordwood, Pulpwood

D-8

"AIL___________ (species) trees merchantable as defined
in clause ( c) above. ______________ (species) trees suitable
for sawlogs shall not be cut into cordwood (pulpwood)."
Fence-posts

D-9

"AIL_____________ (species) trees over_______________ inches in
diameter at a poinL_____________ (stump height) inches from
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the ground, merchantable as defined in clause (c) above.
________________ (species) trees or any part thereof suitable for
the manufacture of poles and piling shall not be cut into
fence-posts."

•

Hand-logging

D-10

" Only timber that can be removed by the usual handlogging methods as defined by section 22, subsection ( 1 )
( d), of the ' Forest Act,' except that power-saws may be
used for felling and bucking."
Obligatory Tree-marking for Cutting

D-11

(a) Where All Species Are to Be Marked for Cutting
"AIL_____________ (species) trees to be cut shall be designated by marking by the licensor, and all trees so marked
shall be cut. Trees so marked shall be cut above the
mark on the stump but not higher than the stump height
as defined in condition 3 (b) of the contract. AIL _____ _
(species) trees not so marked are reserved from cutting.
"Norn.-The advertised volume sold under this
contract does not include the total merchantable volume
on the saie area but corresponds to the estimated volume
of the trees which are to be marked for cutting, and which
will amount to approximately __________________ per cent of the
total merchantable volume on the sale area."
(b) Where Trees to Be Cut A re to Be Designated Partly

by Marking and Partly on a Diameter-limit Basis

"All ________________ (species) trees to be cut shall be designated by marking by the licensor, and all trees so marked
shall be cut. Trees so marked shall be cut above the
mark on the stump but not higher than the stump height
as defined in condition 3 ( b) of the contract. All ____________
(species) trees not so marked are reserved from cutting.
"All _________________(species) trees ________________ _inches and
over at a poinL ______________ _inches from the ground, merchantable as defined in clause ( c) above. All other
________________ (species) trees are reserved from cutting unless otherwise authorized in writing by the Forest Officer
in charge.
2
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" NoTE.-The advertised volume sold under this
contract does not include the total merchantable volume
on the sale area but corresponds to the estimated volume
of the trees which are to be marked, plus the estimated
volume of trees to be cut on a diameter-limit basis and
which will amount to approximately______________per cent of
the total merchantable volume on the sale area."
Optional Tree-marking for Cutting

D-12

"All or any trees to be cut may be designated by
marking by the licensor. All trees so designated shall be
cut as directed by the Forest Officer in charge and not
higher than the stump height as defined in condition 3
( b) of this contract. All trees not so marked are reserved from cutting.
" In the event that marking of the trees is considered
inadvisable by the licensor, the licensee will be notified
in writing and the following trees shall be cut:"All ______________ (species) trees ________________inches in diameter or over at a point ________________ (stump height) inches
from the ground, merchantable as defined in clause ( c)
above. All other trees are reserved from cutting unless
designated in writing by the Forest Officer in charge.
"NOTE.-The advertised volume sold under this
contract does not include the total merchantable volume
on the sale area but corresponds to the volume of the
trees to be marked, or the estimated volume of trees to
be cut on a diameter-limit basis, and which will amount
to approximately__________________per cent of the total merchantable volume on the sale area."
Insect-infested and Diseased Trees

D-13

"All insect-infested ( or dead or otherwise diseased)
trees designated by the Forest Officer in charge shall be
cut, and logs shall forthwith be immersed in water, or
sawn into lumber and bark burned immediately. H such
trees are unmerchantable in the opinion of the operator,
they must be disposed of as follows: The trees, including limbs and the bark on the stumps, must be burned
so as to consume the bark and outer layers of wood, in
which there may be insects, by the licensee at his own

•
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expense, subject to sections 93 · and 99 of the 'Forest
Act.'"
Reservation of Seed-trees by Marking

D-14

P-14A

Clause D-1 or D-3 and the following:" With the exception of seed-trees or groups of seedtrees, whjch will be marked or ot~erwise pesignated, pefore cutting begins, by the Forest Officer in charge. Trees
so designated are reserved from cutting and will not exceed ________________ per cent by volume of the total merchantable stand.
"NoTE.-The advertised volume sold under this contract does not include the total merchantable volume on
the sale area but corresponds to the estimated volume
of the trees which are outside the reserved seed-trees
and/or seed-tree blocks, and which will amount to apprciximately________________ per cent of the total merchantable
volume on the sale area."
Clause D-2 or D-4 and the following:" Wit_h the exception of seed-trees or groups of seedtrees, which will be marked or otherwise designated, before cutting begins, by the Forest Officer in charge.
Trees so designated are reserved from cutting and will
not exceed _______________per cent by volume of the total merchantable stand.
" NoTE.-The advertised volume . sold under this
contract does not include the total merchantable volume
on the sale area but corresponds to the estimated volume
of trees to be cut pn a diameter-limit basis, and which
are outside the reserved trees and/ or seed-tree blocks,
and which will amount to approximately_______________per
cent of the total estimated merchantable volume on the
sale area,.''
Reservation of Seed-trees by Marking (Optional
Clause)

D-14B

Clause D-1 or D-3 and the following:(Clause D-14B is .the same as D-14, with the exception of substituting the word " may " for " will " in the
second line.)
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J}-14C

Claµse D-2 or D-4 and tp.e fpllqwiI}g :(Clause D-14C is the same as D-14A, with the exception qf sup~titl}ting !he word " Illay " for " will " in
the seeond line.)
.,
"
R~servati.qn of Seed-trees by Strip or Patch Logging

1)-15

Cla-qse D-1 or D-3 and th~ followjµg:" With the exception of strips and/or patch~s of trees,
wl!ic;h wfll be pesignated prior to commencem@nt of logging by the Forest Officer in charge. Strips and/ or
patches so designated are reserveg from cutting and will
not exceed ______________ per cent by volume ( or area) of
the total merchantable stand. All trees so reserved shall
not be cut unless by written authority of the Forest Offic.er in charge.
"NoTE.-The advertised volume sold under this
contract does not include the total merchantaqle volume
on th~ ~!'!le ;,m~a bµt c;orr~spon9s to the ~stiµiat ed volume:;
ofthe trees which are outside the reserved trees and/or
reserved seed-tree blocks, and whic;h will apioµnt to approximately ________________ per cent of the total merchantable
volµme pn the sc1le are~."

D-I5A

Clause D-2 or D-4 and the following:" With the exception of strips and/ or patches of
trees, which will be designated prior to commencement
of logging by the Forest Officer in charge. Strips and/ or
patches so designated are reserved from cutting and will
not exceed _________________ per cent by volume ( or area) of
the· total merchantable stand. All trees so reserved shall
not be cut unless by written authority of the Forest OffiGer in ·charge.
" NoTE.-The advertised volume sold under this
con!r~cf de~s not inclqde the total merchant<}b,le volume
on the sale area but corresponds to the estimated volume
of trees to be cut on a diameter-limit basis, and which
are outside the res·ei:ved trees and/ or seed-tree blocks,
and which will amount to approximately _________________ per
i::ent of the _total estimated merchantable volume on the
sale area."
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Reservation of Seed-trees by Strips or Patch Logging ( Optional Clause)

D-15B

D-15C

D-15D

Clause D-1 or D-3 and the following:(Clause D-15B is the same as D-15, with the exception of substituting the word " may " for " will " in the
second line.)
Clause D-2 or D-4 and the following:(Clause D-15C is the same as D-15A, with the exception of substituting the word " may " for " will " in
the second line.)
Clause D-1 or D-2 and the following:" With the exception of strips and/ or patches of trees
which will be designated prior to commencement of logging on the basis of cutting plan submitted as required in
contract condition 3 (/) and approved by the Forest
Officer in charge. Strips and/ or patches so designated
will not exceed ________________ per cent by volume ( or area)
of the total merchantable stand. All trees so reserved
shall not be cut unless by written authority of the Forest
Officer in charge.
"NoTE.-The advertised volume sold under this
contract does not include the total merchantable volume
on the sale area but corresponds to the estimated volume
of the trees which are outside the reserved trees and/or
reserved seed-tree blocks, and which will amount to approximately ________________ per cent of the total merchantable
volume on the sale area."
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Contract Condition 3 ( d )-Clauses Designating
Optional Cutting

D-25
D-25A

D-26

D-27

D-28

D-29

Sawlogs
On sawlog sales for species not provided for in clause
3 (d) : " _______________(species) trees may be cut at the licensee's
option."
"-------------------- ( all or name species) ____________________ trees
______________ inches in diameter at a poinL __________ (stump
height) ______________ .inches from the ground may be cut at
the licensee's option."
On Sales Other than for Sawlogs
"Sawlogs may be cut at the licensee's option from
______________ (species) trees _______________ _inches in diameter or
over at a point________________ (stump height) inches from the
ground."
Poles and Piling
On pole sales to provide for the optional cutting of
undersized poles only:" _________________ (species) poles 6-inch tops or under,
under 30 feet, may be cut at the licensee's option from
tops of trees otherwise utilized or from defective trees
only that will not produce a larger pole."
On sales other than for poles:"---------------- (species) poles and piling may be cut at
the licensee's option from any __________________ (species) tree
______________ _inches in diameter or over at a point ___________
(stump height) inches from the ground, provided, however, that poles and piling 6-inch tops or under, under
30 feet in length, may be made only from tops of trees
otherwise utilized or from defective trees that will not
produce a larger pole."
On sawlog sales to provide for the optional cutting
of poles and piling of any species:"--------------- <species) poles and piling may be cut at
the licensee's option, only from trees over ____________________
inches in diameter at a point ________________ ( stump height)
inches from the ground and from tops of trees otherwise
utilized."
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Hewn Ties
D-30

D-31

"Hewn ties may be cut at the licensee's option from
________________ (species) trees from _____________ _inches to _______ _
inches, inclusive, in diameter outside bark, at a point
_________________ ( stump height) inches from the ground from
which two or more ties can be made."
Posts, Cordwood, Pulpwood
" _________________ (product) may be cut at the licensee's
option from tops, cull butts or cull trees, or parts of trees
unsuitable for__ ______________ ( sawlogs, poles, etc.)."
Mine-props

D-32

"Mine-props may be cut at the licensee's option
from ________________ (species) trees from _________________ jnches to
_______________ _inches, inclusive, in diameter outside bark, at
a point___ _____________ (stump height) inches from the ground,
or from the tops of trees otherwise utilized ."
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Contract Condition 3 (j)-Slash-disposal Clauses
COAST DISTRICTS ONLY

General Clauses

J-1

J-IA

J-2

J-2A

J-3

"All dead trees and snags ten (10) feet or over in
height shall be felled by the licensee, and all slash and
debris on the area, after logging on any portion of the
sale area is completed, shall be burned by the licensee at
his own expense, as provided under section 113 of the
' Forest Act.' "
"All dead trees and snags ten (10) feet or over in
height shall be felled and all slash and debris shall be
burned by the licensee at his own expense after logging
on any portion of the sale area is completed, as required
by the Forest Officer in charge."
"All dead trees and snags ten (10) feet or over in
height on the portion of the sale area logged over under
this contract shall be felled by the licensee at his own
expense, as provided under section 113 of the ' Forest
Act; and all slash shall be dispos~d of by the licensee at
his own expense, as ' required by the Forest Officer in
charge."
"All dead trees and snags ten ( 10) feet or over in
height shall be felled and all slash and debris shall be disposed of by the licensee at his own expense after logging
on any portion of the sale area is completed, as required
by the Forest Officer in charge."
"Slash and snags shall be disposed of by.the licensee
at his own expense, as required by the Forest Officer in
charge."
Broadcast Burning

J-4

"All slash shall be burned broadcast by the licensee,
and such fire-lines constructed and other measures taken
at his own expense as may be considered necessary by the
Forest Officer in charge to protect reserved trees and surrounding timber.'' .
Piling and Burning

J-5

" The tops of all tre~s felled shall be lopped and all
slash piled compactly away from live trees and reproduc-
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tion, as required by the Forest Officer in charge. Slash
shall be burned by the licensee at his own expense, at a
time designated by the Forest Officer in charge."
Lopping and Scattering

J-6

" The tops of all trees felled shall be lopped and all
slash scattered in such a manner as to lie close to the
ground and away from live trees and reproduction, as
directed by the Forest Officer in charge."
Burning along Skid-roads

J-7

J-8

"Within ________________feet of all skid and haul roads on
the sale area, the tops of all trees felled shall be lopped
and all slash and debris resulting from cutting shall be
piled and burned by the licensee at his own expense, as
directed by the Forest Officer in charge. On the remainder of the sale area, the tops of all trees felled shall be
lopped and al! slash scattered in ·such a manner as to lie
close to the ground and away from live trees and reproduction, as directed by the Forest Officer in charge."
" Slash and snags shall be disposed of by the licensee
at his own expense, as required by the Forest Officer in
charge. Within 300 feet of the railway right-of-way, the
the tops of all trees felled shall be lopped and all slash
and debris resulting from cutting shall be piled and
burned by the licensee at his own expense, as directed by
the Forest Officer in charge."
Construction of Fire-lines

J-9

"Such fire-lines as the Forest Officer in charge shall
designate shall be cleared ________________ feet in width and not
to exceed ___________ ____chains in total length; all slash and
debris thereon shall be piled and burned and the fire-lines
completed by the licensee at his own expense, in such a
manner as the Forest Officer in charge shall designate."
Combination of Methods

J-10

"Slash shall be either piled and burned or lopped and
scattered, or both methods of disposal employed, as required by the Forest Officer in charge. Where slash is
lopped and scattered, it shall be spread in such a manner
as to lie close to the ground and away from living trees.
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Where it is piled, the tops of all trees felled shall be
lopped and all slash piled compactly away from live trees
and reproduction, as required by the Forest Officer in
charge. Slash shall be burned by the licensee at his own
expense, at a time designated by the Forest Officer in
charge."
J-11

J-12

J-13

J-14

J-14A

Definition of Slash
"The term 'slash,' as used in this contract, means all
slash and debris resulting from logging operations, including stems, limbs, and parts thereof not exceeding __________
inches in diameter (for tie sales, if desirable, add 'and
chips over ________________ feet in length made in hewing ties ';
or for pole sales, ' and bark removed in the process of
making poles ') ."
Bark on Stumps of Infested Trees
"The bark shall be peeled from the stumps of all
trees infested with injurious insects and shall be burned
by the licensee at his own expense, as required by the
Forest Officer in charge."
Snags
" Such standing unmerchantable dead trees or snags
as the Forest Officer in charge shall declare a hazard shall
be felled by the licensee at his own expense, provided that
the number of such trees or snags that may be required
to be cut shall not exceed an average oL ______________ per acre
on the sale area as a whole."
"All dead trees and snags ten (10) feet or over in
height on the portion of the sale area logged over under
this contract shall be felled by the licensee at his own
expense, as provided under section 113 of the ' Forest
Act.'"
"All dead trees and snags ten ( 10) feet or over in
height shall be felled by the licensee at his own expense,
as required by the Forest Officer in charge.''
ALL DISTRICTS EXCEPTING COAST DISTRICTS

J-15

General
"Slash will be disposed of by the licensee at his own
expense, as required by the Forest Officer in charge.''
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J-15A

"All slash and debris on the sale area, subsequent to
the completion of logging of any portion thereof, shall be
disposed of by the licensee at his own expense."
Broadcast Burning

J-16

"All slash shall be burned broadcast, and such firelines constructed and other measures as may be considered necessary by the Forest Officer in charge to protect
reserved trees and surrounding timber shall be taken by
the licensee at his own expense, subject to sections 98
and 99 of the ' Forest Act.' "
Piling and Burning

J-17

" The tops of all trees felled shall be lopped and all
slash piled concurrently with logging. Slash-piles shall
not be over 6 feet high, located away from live trees and
reproduction. Slash-piles shall be burned at the earliest
advantageous period by the licensee at his own expense,
subject to sections 98 and 99 of the ' Forest Act.' "

Lopping and Scattering
J-18

" The under-side of the tops of all felled trees on the
sale area shall be lopped so that the bole of the top shall
lie close to the ground, and the remaining branches shall
be lopped in such a manner that no slash be over 3 feet
above the ground.''

Slash-disposal along Haul-roads by Burning
J-19

J-20

"Within ______________feet of the centre of all (main) haulroads on the sale area, the tops of all trees felled shall be
lopped and all slash and branches piled concurrently with
logging. Slash-piles shall be not over 6 feet high, located
away from live trees and reproduction. Slash-piles shall
be burned at the earliest advantageous period by the
licensee at his own expense, subject to sections 98 and
99 of the ' Forest Act.' "
"Where practical, trees adjacent to all (main) haulroads shall be felled away from the roads on the sale area
so that there ·will be no logging slash and tops lying within
________________feet of the centre of said roads.''
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J-21

J-22

Disposal of Road Slash during Road Construction
"Within ______________feet of the centre of all (main) haulroads on the sale area, the tops of all trees felled on
the road right-of-way during road construction shall be
lopped and all slash and debris piled in the centre of the
right-of-way concurrently with construction. Slash-piles
shall be burned at the earliest advantageous period by the
licensee at his own expense, subject to sections 98 and
99 of the 'Forest Act.'"
Combination of Piling and Burning, and Lopping
"Slash shall be either piled and burned or lopped, or
both methods of disposal employed, as required by the
Forest Officer in charge. Where slash is lopped, the
under-side of the tops of all felled trees on the sale area
shall be lopped so that the bole of the top shall lie close
to the ground, and the remaining branches shall be lopped
in such a manner that no slash be over 3 feet above the
ground. Where slash is piled, the tops of all trees felled
shall be lopped and all slash piled concurrently with logging. Slash-piles shall not be over 6 feet high, located
away from live trees and reproduction. Slash-piles shall
be burned at the earliest advantageous period by the
licensee at his own expense, subject to sections 98 and
99 of the 'Forest Act.'"
Combination of Lopping, Piling and Burning,
Broadcast Burning

J-23

"Slash shall be either lopped, piled and burned, or
burned broadcast, or any combination of these methods
of disposal employed, as required by the Forest Officer
in charge. Where slash is lopped, the under-side of the
tops of all felled trees on the sale area shall be lopped
so that the bole of the top shall lie close to the ground,
and the remaining branches shall be lopped in such a
manner that no slash shall be over 3 feet above the
ground. Where slash is piled, the tops of all trees felled
shall be lopped and all slash piled concurrently with logging. Slash-piles shall not be over 6 feet high, located
away from live trees and reproduction. Slash-piles shall
be burned at the earliest advantageous period by the
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licensee at his own expense, subject to sections 98 and
99 of the ' Forest Act.' Where slash is to be burned
broadcast, fire-lines shall be constructed oi: other measures shall be taken by the licensee at his own expense, as
directed by the Forest Officer in charge, to protect reserve
trees and surrounding timber, subject to sections 98 and
99 of the 'Forest Act.' "
Combination of Lopping, Felling Away From and
Burning along Main Haul-roads
J-24

"The under-side of the tops of all felled trees on the
sale area shall be lopped so that the bole of the top shall
lie close to the ground, and the remaining branches shall
be lopped in such a manner that no slash shall be over
3 feet above the ground. Where practical, trees adjacent
to all haul-roads on the sale area shall be felled away
from the roads so that there will be no logging-slash and
tops lying within 30 feet of said roads. Within 30 feet of
the centre of main haul-roads on the sale area, felled and
down trees shall be bucked in such a manner that the cut
pieces shall contact the ground, and all branches shall be
lopped and piled. Slash-piles shall be not over 6 feet
high, located away from small trees and not more than
20 feet from the centre line of the road. Slash-piles shall
be burned by the licensee at the earliest advantageous
period, at his own expense, subject to sections 98 and 99
of the 'Forest Act.' "
Construction of Fire-lines

J-25

J-26

"Such fire-lines as the Forest Officer in charge shall
designate shall be cleared to_______________ feet in width and
not to exceed ________________chains in total length; all slash
and debris thereon shall be piled, and all piles shall be
burned at the earliest advantageous period by the licensee
at his own expense, and subject to sections 98 and 99 of
the ' Forest Act.' "
Definition of Slash
" The term 'slash,' as used in this contract, means all

slash and debris resulting from logging operations, including stems, limbs, and parts thereof not exceeding____________
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inches in diameter (for tie sales, if desirable, add 'and
chips over_______________feet in length made in hewing ties';
or for pole sales, ' and bark removed in process of making
poles')."
J-27

J-28

J-29

J-30

J-31

J-32

J-33

Bark of Stumps of Infested Trees
"The bark shall be peeled from the stumps of all
trees infested with injurious insects and shall be burned
by the licensee at his own expense, subject to sections
98 and 99 of the 'Forest Act.'"
Snags
"Such standing unmerchantable ·dead trees or snags
as the Forest Officer in charge shall declare a hazard
shall be felled by the licensee at his own expense, provided
that the number of such trees or snags that may be
required to be cut shall not exceed an average of_________
per acre on the sale area as a whole."
"All dead trees and snags ________________feet or over in
height shall be felled by the licensee at his own expense."
Railway Slash-disposal
"All slash created within 300 feet of the _____________ _
right-of-way shall be piled away from standing trees and
reproduction and burned by the licensee at his own expense, subject to sections 98 and 99 of the' Forest Act.'"
Landing Clause
"All debris created at the landings on the sale area
shall be piled and burned at the earliest advantageous
period by the licensee at his own expense, subject to
sections 98 and 99 of the 'Forest Act.'"
Hewn-tie Slash Clause
"All bark and debris created in the manufacture of
ties within 50 feet of the roads on the sale area shall be
piled and burned by the licensee at his own expense,
subject to sections 98 and 99 of the 'Forest Act.'"
Slash-disposal along Haul-roads by Lopping and
Piling
"Within______________ _feet of the centre of all (main)
haul-roads on the sale area, the tops of all trees felled
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shall be lopped and all slash a11d debris piled outside the
said ______________-foot strip concurrently with logging. Slashpiles shall not be over 6 feet high, located away from live
trees and reproduction."
Disposal of Lean-trees
J-34

J-35

"Any tree that is pushed or knocked over or otherwise caused to lean over during logging operations on this
sale area shall be felled by the licensee at his own expense,
and the bole shall be bucked into lengths so that each
length lies close to the ground. All branches shall be
lopped and scattered in such a manner that no slash will
be over 3 feet above the ground."
Burning along Roads and at Landings
"Within _______________ Jeet of all skid and haul roads and
landings on the sale area, the tops of all trees felled shall
be lopped and all slash and debris resulting from cutting
shall be piled and burned by the licensee at his own
expense, subject to sections 98 and 99 of the 'Forest
Act.'"
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Contract Condition 3 (l )-Other Clauses
RESTRICTED LOGGING PRACTICES

Protection from Machinery
"Rigging shall not be slung on trees designated to be
reserved from cutting unless unavoidable. When it is
necessary to use reserved trees, straps, adjusted in a
manner satisfactory to the Forest Officer in charge, shall
be used and proper bushing shall be placed under each
strap to prevent damage."

L-1

L-2

L-2A

Hand-logging
" The licensee shall not use machinery propelled or
operated otherwise than by muscular power in carrying
on logging operations under this contract, except that
power-saws may be used for falling and bucking."
" It is understood and agreed that the licensee must
personally conduct logging operations under this contract, otherwise the licensor reserves the right to cancel
the contract."
Ground-yarding or No High-lead

L-4

"No high-lead or overhead system of logging of any
kind whatsoever shall be used on this sale area, unless
otherwise authorized in writing by the Forest Officer in
charge."

Tractors Confined to Haul-roads Only
"Crawler-tractors and arches shall be turned on haulroads only, unless otherwise authorized in writing by the
Forest Officer in charge."

L-5

Tractors Confined to Existing Roads
L-6

" Crawler-tractors and arches shall be operated on
existing haul-roads only, unless otherwise authorized in
writing by the Forest Officer in charge."

Horse or 40-horsepower Tractor Logging
"Logging methods shall be confined to the use of
horses or rubber-tired tractors or crawler tractors of not
over 40 horse-power, and no high-lead or overhead system of logging of any kind shall be used on the sale area,

L-7

3
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unless otherwise authorized in writing by the Forest
Officer in charge."
Horse-logging
L-8

" Logging methods shall be confined to the use of
horses only, unless otherwise authorized in writing by the
Forest Officer in charge."

Skidding 32-foot Logs
L-9

"The skidding of logs in lengths exceeding 32 feet is
specifically prohibited, unless authorized in writing by
the District Forester."
Approval of Road Locations Required

L-10

L-IOA

"Prior to commencement of road construction, the
licensee shall submit a plan to the District Forester showing the location of all main and branch haul-roads and
landings. No road construction or logging operations
shall commence prior to receipt of written approval of
said plans by the District Forester. All rights-of-way
approved shall be pre-logged and slash disposed of in
accordance with the terms of condition 3 (j) of this contract, prior to commencement of road-grading."
"No___________________ (specify sky-line, tractor, or truck,
etc.) road or other road shall be constructed until its
location has been approved in writing by the Forest Officer in charge."
Patch-logging Clause

L-11

"No timber shall be cut from any lands within the
timber sale area without first obtaining the licensor's
approval of a cutting plan for the area. This plan shall
make provision for a satisfactory method of patchlogging, and ensure that a source of seed shall remain
adjacent to areas logged for the maximum period possible
within the term of the contract. It shall take the form
of a topographic map to a scale of 10 chains to the inch,
based on a 20-chain grid, with a contour interval of 50
feet, and shall show timber types and such other detail as
the District Forester may require.
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L-llA

L-11B

4

"A plan of the road system and proposed logging
settings, with the year designated in which operation is
planned for each setting, shall be shown on an overlay
of similar scale.
"Any operations on the timber sale area prior to submission and approval of the aforesaid plan, and any
operations, not authorized in writing by the District
Forester, which deviate from the approved plan, shall be
regarded as being in trespass."
"No timber shall be cut from any lands within the
timber sale without first obtaining the licensor's approval
of a logging plan for the area. This plan shall take the
form of a map showing the road system and proposed
logging settings with the years designated in which operation is planned for each setting.
"Any operations on the timber sale area prior to
submission and approval of the aforesaid plan, and any
operations, not authorized in writing by the District
Forester, which deviate from the approved plan, shall be
regarded as being in trespass."
"No timber shall be cut from any lands within the
timber sale area without first obtaining the licensor's
approval of a logging plan for the area. This plan shall
be submitted at any time during the first contract year.
It shall make provision for a satisfactory method of patch
logging which incorporates a system of fire-breaks and
ensures that a source of seed shall remain adjacent to
areas logged for the maximum period possible.
" The term covered by the plan shall be not less than
the number of years in the contract minus two, unless
otherwise authorized by the District Forester. The plan
shall take the form of a topographic map to a scale of
not less than 10 chains to the inch with contour intervals
of 50 feet, and shall show timber types and such other
details as the District Forester may require.
"A plan of the road system and proposed logging
settings with the year designated in which operation is
planned for each setting shall be shown on an overlay
of similar scale.
" In the event the licensee fails to submit the said
logging plan and have it approved by the District For-
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ester as provided above prior to commencement of
logging operations, such operation shall be considered in
trespass and any timber so cut may be dealt with in
accordance with Part II of the 'Forest Act.'
" No deviation from the approved logging plan shall
be permitted unless otherwise authorized in writing by
the District Forester."

L-12

L-12A

L-12B

Approval of a Logging Plan prior to Commencement of Logging
" It is understood and agreed that prior to commencement of operations, the licensee shall file a logging plan
showing the location of all main haul-roads, skid-roads,
and landings. The aforesaid plan shall describe the
method of logging, type of equipment to be used, and
measures to be taken to fulfill the silvicultural provisions
of this contract.
" It is an expressed condition of this contract that no
operations shall be conducted on the sale area until
approval in writing of the intent and the contents of the
logging plan has been given by the District Forester. In
the event the licensee fails to submit said logging plan
and have it approved by the District Forester as above
provided, prior to commencement of logging operations,
such operation shall be considered in trespass, and any
timber so cut may be dealt with in accordance with
Part II of the 'Forest Act.'"
"It is understood and agreed that the trees to be cut
will not be designated as is required in contract condition
3 (d) above until the licensee has submitted a logging
plan showing the location of all main haul-roads. The
logging plan shall describe the method of logging, type
of equipment to be used, and measures to be taken to
fulfil the silvicultural provisions of the contract. It is
an expressed condition of this contract that the operation
must be planned so that no skid-roads or trails will be
located within the strips and/ or patches of trees reserved
from cutting under contract condition 3 (d) above."
"No timber shall be cut on any lands within the
timber sale area without first obtaining the licensor's
approval of a cutting plan for the area. This plan shall
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L-13

L-14

make provision for a satisfactory method of strip or
patch logging so as to ensure that a source of seed shall
remain adjacent to areas logged. It shall take the form
of a map to a scale of 10 chains to the inch, and shall
show timber types and a plan of the road system (main
haul-roaas, skid-roads, and landings.)
"No deviation from the approved cutting plan shall
be permitted unless authorized in writing by the District
Forester."
"No timber shall be cut on any lands within the
timber sale area without first obtaining the licensor's
approval of a cutting plan for the area. This plan shall
make provision for the leaving of seed-tree patches as
required by contract condition 3 ( d). The plan shall
take the form of a topographic map to a scale of 10
chains to the inch, based on a 20-chain grid, with a contour interval of 50 feet, and shall show timber types and
such other detail as the District Forester may require.
"A plan of the road system and proposed logging
settings, with the year designated in which operation is
planned for each setting, shall be shown on an overlay
of similar scale.
" No deviation from the approved cutting plan shall
be permitted unless otherwise authorized in writing by
the District Forester."
"It is understood and agreed that the licensee shall,
at his own expense, scarify the areas designated to be
clear-cut. Scarification shall be completed as directed
prior to commencement of logging operations, except
where considered impractical by the Forest Officer in
charge, when scarification shall be completed by the conclusion of each season's logging."
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PROTECTION OF YOUNG GROWTH

General Clause

L-20

" Every precaution shall be taken to prevent damage
to young growth during logging operations on the sale
area."
Felling and Yarding adjacent to Young Growth

L-21

"Material shall be felled away from areas of young
growth and yarded away from these areas rather than
through or across them, and the approval in writing of
the Forest Officer in charge shall be obtained before constructing roads for swinging through such areas."
Skidding adjacent to Young Growth

L-22

"All young growth surrounding or adjacent to mature
merchantable timber on the sale area is reserved from

L-22A

cutting, and all material shall be yarded away from areas
of young growth rather than through or across such
areas."
" Where cutting boundaries have been defined on the
sale area either by blazed or paint-marked lines, the falling shall be confined to the areas enclosed by such
boundaries, and any falling outside the said boundaries
shall constitute a trespass.
"Where cutting boundaries have been so defined, all
rigged trees shall be located inside the cutting boundaries,
and high-lead yarding and swinging shall be confined to
areas within the said defined cutting boundaries.
"Falling shall be conducted in such a manner that all
trees cut shall fall within the cutting boundaries wherever
defined."
Combination Clause

L-23

(1) "All main and branch haul-roads and skid-roads
shall be laid out and marked on the ground or constructed
prior to commencement of felling."
(2) "All trees shall be felled at an angle to roads,
herring-bone fashion, so as to cause a minimum of damage to existing reproduction and reserved trees during the
skidding."
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(3) "All logs or trees shall be limbed prior to skidding."
( 4) "The skidding of logs in lengths exceeding 32
feet is specifically prohibited, unless authorized in writing
by the District Forester."
( 5) " Tractors and arches shall keep on and be
turned on the haul and skid roads only, unless otherwise
authorized in writing by the Forest Officer in charge."
( 6) " The blade shall be removed from the tractor
at all times during skidding, unless otherwise authorized
in writing by the Forest Officer in charge."
L-24

L-25

Short-form Contract Only
" If young growth or trees reserved from cutting are
damaged through carelessness during the process of logging, or are cut, they shall be paid for at a rate of ______________
per__ ______________ ( acre or tree or both)."
Skidding Shingle-bolts in a Second-growth Stand
" Material shall be cut into bolts prior to skidding.
Skidding in log form is specifically prohibited, unless
authorized in writing by the Forest Officer in charge."
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MISCELLANEOUS CLAUSES

Disposal of .Slash Created under Prior Timber Sale
Contract

L-48

" It is understood and agreed that it is a condition of
this contract that the disposal of slash created under
Timber Sale Contract x _________________________ and not previously disposed of under that contract is specifically
required."
Authority for the Crown to Enter a Sale for Purpose
of Slash-disposal

L-49

" There shall be no interference with the Crown or its
agents in entering upon the sale area for the purpose of
disposing of slash created in operations under prior
contract x _______________________ ."
Damage. control Clauses in a Selective Cutting
Where a Final Cut Is Anticipated When the
Residual Stand Reaches Maturity

L-51

" 1. Logging operations shall be so planned and conducted as to retain undamaged (following completion of
logging) not less than forty-four ______________________ (species)
stems 41h feet in height or over per acre.
" 2. When the residual stand is damaged below the
standard set in clause 1 above, damage will be paid for
at the rate of: 10 cents per tree for deficiency up to
twenty-four stems per acre below the standard set in
clause 1 above; 30 cents per tree for deficiency of twentyfive stems per acre below the standard set out in clause 1
above. In addition to assessments, operations may be
suspended upon notice in writing by the Forest Officer
in charge until indications are such that forest practice
will be improved so as to meet minimum requirements
in accordance with clause 1 above."
The standard set requires that two-thirds of the
original residual stand be left undamaged. The standard
is aimed at producing a similar stand at the next cut and
does not attempt stand improvement.
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L-62

New clause to provide for assessment charges for
trees not felled in accordance with condition 3 ( d) of
the contract in those timber sale contracts issued at
reduced stumpage rates specifically for the purpose of
attaining a silvicultural objective:" In addition to all other conditions under this contract, the licensor may assess a charge of 50 cents per
tree for failure to fell any mature hemlock, cedar, and
balsam trees over eight ( 8) inches in diameter at stump
height."

